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illflTtt-t'tq.7n1is G'rUUtitt
The process by which such press councils corne to their
decisions is as important (sometimes more important)
than the decision itse lf.
Interestingly, the .l\\·o ch :cf executives of the coun c il s in
question-former California Supreme Court Chief Justice Roger Traynor of the national group and Minnesota
Supreille Court Judge C. Do nald Peterson - both suggested that open delibe ra tions may stir up problems with
the laws of defamation.
The meetings were held near Racine in the \Vindspread
Conrerence Cente r , a m,l[velous rustic lodge desi gned by
Frank Lloyd Wright for t he ope rators of the Johnson
\Vax works. La ter it was given to their foundation for
varioLls sessions JiI.;.; thi.s fOj' consider<,tion of eloquent
ideas. One meeti!1 g last year of journalists, educaLors
ai1d attorneys :lorrived at the obvious conclusion that the
public has little or no concern about press freedom and
the right to know .

A Minnesota council member. Universitv of Minnesota
Professor J. Edward Gerald, while admitting he wants
open meetings when rver he plays the role of reponer,
proclaimed that he wants government by law, not by
journalism.
One of the instigators of the state council, Robert Shaw,
mana ger of the Minnesota Newspaper Association,
argued back that "The people have a right to see people
on a public body in action ... What
we are ta lking about (dosed ses. f\.~::<"
sions) is our own comfort." Without
.~
perfect visibility to the public, th ere
arise the same old su s picions, he
went on.
,"

.~':"~

t2'

At. one point or another, both of the
judges dismissed the issue as minor.
Neither is journalistic in his ori entation, as far as I know. But they \,,'ere
joined in their sentiment, b~"'RJlph
Otwell, managing editor of the Chicago Sun-Times and president of the
Society of Professional Journalists
(fc,rmerly Sigma Delta Chi), who
ought to know better.
Another problem with clo sed meetings is that the recapitulation of what went on often comes out muddled. An
Associateo Press report on the meetings here said that
the discussion with the Minnesota council was closed. As
a matter of fact, that was the only meeting that was
open.
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reviews
Meeting question not open and shut
B:; Irv Letofsky
Slaff Writer
Racine, Wis.
"The new members of the nudist colony," said Jim Bel rmann, "arc embarrassed for a while and then th e v Come
to like it." Bormann is the longtime new sman at \VCCO,
later kicked upstairs to grander d uti es as pu b lic nff:l irs
director. I can't be sure how he comes to know :;0 much
about nudists but I endorse his fleshy analogy.

It came durin~ a debate on why meetings on public ma t·
ters s hould be open to public people, like their reprc sentatitves from the press . It was, apparently, not a sUCI':e S3ful analogy, since the participants in
the parlay-the new NaLional Ne ws
Council and th: older Minnesota Press ; "'; :/ " ,,,
Council, of which l30rmann is a member-seem content to go alon .[! in a
.I}l'
pattern of open hearings on the evi"'...... ·
. ," IV
)
dence but closed deliberations.

,

Wha t irony, that organizations SilPposedly devoted to freedom of the
press should even con~ider procet:c!ings in star chambers. It is too perfect.

--
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,,- . .

.::... _" .1 ;.••.:

In my bias, closed meeting sugges t Borm ann
arrogance. Thq' reflect a suspicion
of the journalistic process and' a lack of r E:opeCi for thE
publi c 's ability to understand. If we have l ca r-:-icci any
thing from recent political events it should be l hJ t de
mocracy requires confidence and credibility in pu bli c ~tf
fairs .

,

.

)

Clayton Fritchey

. It's been billed 'candor' but • • •
WASHINGTON-Thanks to the White
House's " Operation Gand~r , " Pre~ident.
Nixon has now made "full disclosure"
about many of the biggest problems
and difficulties besetting him. As a result, the American people finally .have
an explanation of how it all happened.
It's hard to understand why Nixon
held out so long against taking the public into his confidence, tor, as his discloffilres make perfectly clear, he has
been the innocent, long-suffering victim
of political enemies and close associates who let him down. For example:
On the energy cr,isis: His far-seeing
efforts to head off this emergency were
sabotaged by a stubborn, benighted,
unfriendly,Congress.
REGARDING THE Watergate tapes

and that gaping gap on the June 20,
1972, recording discovered py Nixon's
personal secretary, Miss Woods: It was
Rose Mary's boo-boo. .
Recapitulating the crisis over the firing of special prosecutor Archibald
CJ)x:....Nixan..was double,cr-{)Ssed 13 m··
mer Atty. Gen. Elliot Richardson. ; ,
Concerning complaints over the administration giving the milk industry a
multimillion-dollar price boost after a
large campaign contribution : Congress
and George McGovern "put a pistol to
our head. "
Apropos of the methods by which
Nixon avoided many thousands of dollars of income taxes : He just took a tip
from former President Lyndon Johnson.
As to why Nixon was so long in
catching on to the Watergate break-in
and subsequent coverup: John Mitchell,

Nixon. can hardly be criticized for
the former attorney general and exhating. " instant analysis, " either on the
campaign manager, kept him in the
\ . air or in the press. If it weren't for
dark.
that, the President could have disAbout burglarizing the office of Danproved Lincoln's dictum that you can't
iel Ellsberg's psychiatrist: John Ehrlfool all the people all the time.
ichman and Egil Krogh went way beEven against press surveillance, he
yond their instructions.
has shown over the years that it is
Explaining the mystery of wiretappossible to fool enough people enough
ping his own brother, Donald Nixon,
of the time-at least enough to get
out in California: Well, Donald knew
elected and reelected President.
about it all the time. It seems he just
MOST OF the President's "full discraves to be bugged.
In respect to John Dean's testimony
closures" have already been punctured
that Nixon knew everything about the
by a diligent press, but there is one in
Watergate scandal: "I'm not saying
particular- the insinuation that Lyndon
John Dean is a liar. I am just saying
Johnson personally tutored ;Nixon on
he's mistaken." [Note : Nixon has the
how to beat the income tax-that needs
tapes to prove it, too, but somehow
further debunking.
Nixon gave his Vice Presidential pathey have been lost.]
pers [at a claimed valuation of
The reason why he asserted the doctrine of "executive privilege," and at
$500,000] to the National Archives, and
in return took a handsome tax dequcfirst refused to let the courts have any
tion. He said he got the idea from
White House tapes or other PresidenL.B.J. after the 1968 election. But Johntial documents: It's Thomas Jefferson's
son himself, who had Presidential pafault. Jefferson set the precedent, and
Nixon had to uphold it . .
pers worth millions of dollars, chose
not to ~t-ake advantage-oi-a tax loophole
xl theg _hat- *lOO,OO() cash"Contributhat Congress was then in the process
tion [all in $100 bills] from Howard
of outlawing, altho he had taken some
Hughes to the President's crony, Bebe
deductions in previous years. His later
Rebozo : Bebe stashed it away in a
decision cost his estate a large sum.
safety deposit box for several years
. The record shows that Nixon had takand simply didn't tell his old White
en a deduction for some of his papers
House friend anything about it.
previous to his talk with L.B. J.
Has any President in history ever
The White House is now sending out
been wronged so much by so many
thousands of "fact sheets" to give "Oppeople, especially by those closest to
eration Candor" the widest distribution.
him? In the light of the President's
The President says, "If you feel that
blamelessness, how could the people's
you need more information, write to
confidence in him reach ·an all-time low
me and I will give it to you."
in the pUblic-opinion polls? His answer :
Don't Write-telegraph.
Television and its "vicious distortion"
of the "facts."
Los Angeles Times Syndicale
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Pers active

A forum-- ideas, .analysis, diverse opinion

White House Won/tJoin\
InS,tudy of News Media
. r""F etU1J(dt

WasJtington

~

The White House said yesterday it has info:runed the
Nationa'l News Council that
it is "unable to join in any
cooperative research study' '.
regarding the news media.
The cou.ncil had asked
Press Secretary Ronald L.
Ziegler for further information and specifics regardillg
President Nixon's r eference
at a recent news conference
to "vicious, distOlted reporting. "
Asked if Ziegler had given
a reply to the council's re-

l'<o'f

8 Pn

If) -; ~ r

t.~

quest, depty press secretary
Gerald Warren said th e
White House could not join
in the study " because 'we
simply don't have the staff
or the time."
The National News Council, which is based in NE;w
York, describes itself as .a
non-profit organization established to consider public
grievances regarding the accuracy and fairness of national news reports and to
initiate. studies and report on
issues involving freedom 0
the press.
Associated Pres,s
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AN·APPEAL FOR FAIRNESS
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'lIS PR£SIOtu RICI!
11-05 1120A £Sf
. AIID I!. ' lxOl
THE: VIlITE HOUSE

SEVENTH IN A SERIES

CONDENSED

l/ASHINGTOR DC

THE RAPE OF AMERICA
,

"The media have lost their sense of honor ••• to the pimps who sell grand
jury testimony," said Francis L. .Dale, former publishe.r9fth~ Cincir:tnatJ, Enquirer,
Hno naHon can tolerat,e a ·freedom of the press that divides Its society. (AP11/18173)
THE PRESIDENTS-WOULD BE PALLBEARERS

/

WE !mGI: YOU
, IR. PRESIDnT 011 B
""ERICA lIS, rOT TO
.'
EHAL' or IIlLLrONS
SURnE.DEl! ONE
0'
IIUDATE TO YOUR SEDITIOUS D
JOT OR O~ TnnE OF YOUl!
T
!:TRACTORS
HE:y APoE SABOTAGING A~D P
• THE .ONUS IS O. THE:~
•
REYING 01 THE:
I IJ1'1.ACABLE PARTISANS T'ATIO• • ALLIED VIT/f
, nc. y ARE HOLD
TIlE SELF.SEEXaa AND .
ING CAPTIVE: THE WEAK
YIEtD -TO
'THE: UNSCRUPULOUS orr
-UEED,
• . FEAR, To .BRIBER
.
ICE-HOLD£/tS VIlO
.
'1', TO IITIIiIDAT
I'II£SIDEIT ANDREW JOHNSON V
1011, AID TO BLACKIIAI!..
PARI%SAB IIIPEAC-H/!£NT
.
DULII lOT YIELII EVE. AFTE..
CI VIL. II
' lH OOGH THE: 'AllOi liAS
M,
HE: liAS VIJlDICAT£!)
II Tlit VAKE 0'

n.

media and their allies. Here, then, is a capsuled
"l1li
part of the Nixon administration's record:
THE: 'IRSr I'R£SIIIEIT fa I!OIITIIAGE ; WE ~O 'OT E"I'Ecr You TO 8E
PEACEMAKING: THROUGH .AllIANCES, PERSUASION, FRIEND1lS'ATU8LE mlIA.
HE: PR£SIDElCr fa l'JiE
SHIP AND FIRMNESS; New Initiative in U.S. foreign policy •••
Yal ARE ONE OF
.
THE:
GREATEST
I'R
THE NIXON DOCTRINE.
B£!.OVtD COUNTRy, AND YOU ARE CH £SIDEns 11 l'Ht HISTORy 0,. OUIl
~ JOURNEYS FOR PEACE:
8ECAIISE OF
·
ALLEHGED Brc·AUS
'1'0011 INDOIfITABLE COURAGE
E 0' YOUI! STRENGTII .
RUMANIA-First President of USA to visit Rumania.
AlII BECA USE F
' BECAUSE 0'
,
•
0 YOUR HONUIIENTAL AC H
. •
• YOUR I'ATRIOfISIf
MAINLAND CHINA-First American President to travel to
WE SllSSCRIBE l'0 .JIJLII: 'S EXHORrArzo::~;US AT HOPI!: UD ABROAD. •
Peking for conferences with Mao Tse·tung and Chou En·lia.
Embargo on direct trade rescinded after 21 years. UN adVIlLI IIIIUT ES TrElf, O. BEHALF OF
lalIT, TI GHT, fIGHrARE
IIILLI06S OF AII£RICA
mission supported and U.S. Uason Office in Peking opened.
'S. WE
SOVIET RUSSIA-Meeting with Russian leaders in Moscow
ItSnCTf'ULL r trollS
and Washington. Strategic Arms limitations Talks initiated.
liT
•
Ii lQrAL. CITIzt.s·_COIIIIutn: 'elt
• VIET NAM and Southeast Asia: Accord to end war and release
:wtEss TO THE: I'RESIDElCy
of U.S. prisoners of war.
• MIDDLE £AST: Cease·fire negotiated successfuny.
• INTERNATIONAL TRADE: basic reforms proposed and enacted,
THE WHIT! IfO~1I
DEVELOPING: by providing maximumopportunities for America's most
IrA'H'I'<OToN
valuable resource ••• ITS PEOPLE.
Nov_bezo 1, 197~
• Draft for militarY service ended.
POWER AND PROFIT
• Social Security Benefits increased more than 50%.
%lear bt.bf Xorrl:
At the end of World War II, when ·wartime • Appointment of women to high level positions increased.
YOur sUPPOrt
censor and former newsman Byron Price was • National center for voluntary action created.
again b
and encourag_ t
'
llle
~ your recent fele r
en as 8'V:Idenee4
asked by editors, "What can we Rublish now?", • Rural affairs council created.
Continued cOn!',j
g am and letter gi
his reply was, "ANYTHING THAT WILL SELL • Medical pro.tection and serviceS.
:;!i~ Tlthles e ar~ c~:C;e~;i~;~rk to lead
NEWSPAPERS." "Anything": thefts of state
ea at demand th
.me.. Thor
and
that demand th b
e best of each of u
s'ecrets bearing on the security anQ survival • Insuran.ce partnership proposed.
st
aeek to maintain pe:c: . ~ Our nation a. "': -.
of this nation ••• "Anything": scanda~ may- • War on cancer declared on unprecedented scale.
::.:;" keep th" 'pirit. t~: fa ?;Orl d • .As 10DW
hem, riots, and political pornography... • Sickle cell anemia research-!lver $10,000,000 appropriated.
,,_
YOU 00 eloCjUeDtI.
1
and tho Conuntt
-pe!ul a&OUt th
Yexpres., I feel
"Anything"-for POWER AND PROFIT.. And • Nursing homes improvement program initiated.
pea"..
. " prOBl'ects for bUildiD vorr
,S
-ucb
&
when the quarry is Richard Nixon, the . hounds • Food stamp assistance recipients increased over 400% and com"ith my beat .... _..
bark loudest. The . Times made a heroine of
modity distribution improved.
W.L&Aee"
Communist Angela Davis •.•• for POWER • Free or low·cost school lunches- number of recipients increased
AND PROFIT •• _ and a hero of Daniel Ellsfrom 2,864,624 ('68) to 8,845,846 in 1973.
berg from whom it "acquired" (through . cir- EDUCATION: H.E.W. Office of Child Development established. Higher
cuitous, clandestine trysts) t he stolen Penta- Education Opportunity Act of 1971 initiated. National Foundation for
gon Papers-all for POWER AND PROFIT. .The Higher Education proposed.
difference between a common fence and the DECENTRALIZATION OF FEDERAL POWER: Federal revenue sharing
Times is that the stakes are higher. THESE
program enacted. Grant·in·aid Programs to cities initiated.
.
THEN, ARE THE PRESIDENTS DETRACTORS, THE DOMESTIC ECONOMY: New economicpolicy initiated. U.S. only
responsible for the climate of national de- nation to achieve Gross National Product exceeding one trillion dollars.
bauchery.
Inflation fought by vetoes to prevent Federal spending in exoess of
Federal revenues. Defense costs sharply reduced as proportion of
THE RANKEST CONSORTIUM· OF SABOTEURS total Federal budget. Proposed gradual dIsposal of strategic materials
Americans would do well to ponder· the risks stockpiles.
advocated by the rankest consortium of- PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT: Environmental Quality Council,
saboteurs who feed on anarchy . .It took our Environmental PrOtection Agency and National Industrial Pollution A FOUR-YEAR TERM, so th at t he President
of the United ·States would maintain his
nation 71 years 'to recover from the partisan Control Council created.
impeachment of President Andrew Johnson. ENERGY CRISIS: First message to Congress on energy shortage sent position of strength, con sistent with the
From 1868 to 1933, we had as a consequence more than two years ago. Energy Policy Office created and Energy mandate given him by the people. Despite
Research and Development Administration requested.
a weakened presidency, and the nation was
incessant browbeating and m erciless asfloundering. Historians describe the impeach- LABOR: Unemployment down to 4\4%.lowest in decades. Rights of 35 sault, the Presidency m u s~ not · y ield one
ment of President Johnson as "ONE OF THE million members of private pension plans protected. Job Security
Assistance Act proposed and Unemployment Insurance Program jot or one tittl e of that mandate if we are
DARKEST 'CHAPTERS IN AMERICAN HIS- expanded. Emergency Employment Act signed to provide public
to survive as a nation.
TORY."
:
service jobs for unemployed.
We must and we can rep!llse t he eneSenator Edmund Ross of Kansas who voted HELP FOR THE UNDERPRIVILEGED: Opportunities for Spanishfor acquittal wrote later: "The office of Presi- Speaking People-Cabinet Committee created. Appropriation for mies from within. We must and we can
dent would be degraded, cease to be a co- Indian programs increased. 10-year plan launched to improve Federal foil th~edition ists who, propelled by hate,
ordinate branch of the government, and ever Prison System.
'11"
COMMUNICATIONS: Postal Reform Act proposed and signed into power and profit, are waging a campaign
· t t th I . I t '
aft er su bord Ina e 0 e egis a Ive WI .
law. Urban Mass Transportation Assistance Act of 1970. Initiated the of rape, THE RAPE OF AMERICA.
Nearly a century later, Senator John Ken- National Railroad Passenger Corporation, AMTRAK.
America ns of all persuasions have renedy in his book Profiles in Couraga lionized URBAN AFFAIRS: Urban Affairs -Council created. Restructuring
sponded
mag nificently to our earlier apSen~to.r Ross for his statesmanship .and initiated in Housing Programs. Organized Crime Control Act of 1970
patriotism: Senator Ross "may well have pre- . initiated and signed. NatIonal Clearing House for Drug Abuse informa· ·peals. More than $300,000 have been
served for ourselves and posterity, constitution- tion created.
.
contri buted by Democrats, Republicans
al government in the United States."
And now, Watergate. What does Waterand Independents' in answer to our
THE PRESIDENT
gate. prove? That the President made misAPPEAl. FOR FAIRNESS to meet one of the '
gravest cha llenges that has ever beset
He is Richard M. Nixon who climbed the
takes? Surely. But he is not vilified and
political ladder for a quarter of a century until
maligned and savaged because of' his misour beloved country. We need m illions of
he reached the White House. For 25 years the
takes, or misjudgements. He is hated by
Americans from every state in t he Union,
man's life has been bared by friend and foe,
the predatory McGovernites and the powerevery c ity, town and ha mlet, to joi n with us.
and when the people elected Richard Nixon
hungry, liberal, radical media, ' hated proWE
NEED YOU! We need m illions of dolin 1968, they even knew the color of his
lars for messages to rea ch like-minded
pajamas and that he didn't like ice cubes with
foundly and feared for what he has acAmericans and we need t hem now!
holes.
complished, hated for his virtues.,
In 1972 he received the largest popular vote · .Our constit.!,Jtion does not provide for a
We need YOUR MAXIMUM CONTRIBUof any President in history. The people re- running plebiscite. Our President does not
TION, to restore faith in our system of
tu rned Richard Nixon 10 th e White House on
b
government and WE NEED IT NOW!
the bas is of his -record duri ng his first term as govern y a weather vane manufactured
President of t he United States. That record and by his assailants. To preserve our system
Make checks payable to: Fairness to the PreSidency.
1C·WSJ·11·5 I
his record during the first ten months of his of government, our Founding Fathers proMail Care of United National Bank, Norton. Mass. 0276&.
,
second term have been obfuscated by tlie vided for the election of a President, FOR
Who are they and .what do they hope to gain?
They are the conglomerates, corporate giants
of the media, · among them the New York
Times (SALT, PENTAGON thefts), the ,«ashington Post - Newsweek - Los Anftles Times
cartel, Time magazine, the ne orks. ABC,
NBC, CBS (payola) and a harem of minions
with a gluttonous appetite .for POWER AND
PROFIT -exemptfrom anti-trust laws.
J
Now, this is not .to say' that everyone in the
4th esta t e ·IS a knave or th at · aII th e d'Issent ers
from our position are self-serving. There are,
to be objective, many 'newspapers, newsmen
and newscasters, columnists and pundits. and
political dissenters ·who are equitable, balanced and moral. But they are in the minority,
and when weighed against the big corporate
merchants of hate, they diSappear from the
scales.
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NATIONAL CITIZENS' COMMITTEE FOR FAIRNESS TO THE PRESIDENCY I
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. INFORMATION CE NT ER: 618 INDUSTRIAL BANK BUILDING, PROVIDENCE. R.I. 02903 . TELEPHO NE: 401-331-3952
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St(rtlory

Olof V. Anderson P. Hoyt Fitch. FrankA. Fusco John S. Bottomly Charles Vogel Joseph E. Fernande~ Thomas W. Pearlman

Capt. James D. Andrews. USN
The Rev. Harold Udell .

TrtlUurn"

Prof. Ernest van den Haag

Gen.Louis H.Renfrow

Maj. Gen. Julius K1ein,AUS (rei)

Mr. P. Joseph Deery

The Rev. Robert C. Kelley

Maj.Gen.lames C.Fry. AUS (rei)
Dr. M. 'S.Anlelman

NOTE: We will furnish material and render every assistance to all affiliated and nonaffiliated supportive groups everywhere.
Mats ~re available for reproduction of this message in its entirety in your local newspaper. Reprints of our series "An Appeal

for fairness" which appeared in key cities and towns throughout the country may be obtained for local distribution.
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Sir. Enclosed is my contribution:
0 $10
0 $25
0 $50
0 $100 0 $200
in support of "AN APPEAL FOR FAIRNESS."
( ) You may use'my name for future advertisements.
Yvolunteertohelpinmycommunity.

'.!
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i
I

NAME ________________________.______

•

ADDRESS ____________________ ZIP_
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Harris Poll Shows a .Growing Disenchantment in U.S.
Washington
In the past few years most
Americans have lost confidence in their government
and many other institutions
that they deal with in their
daily lives, according to a
survey released by a congressionaJ committee yesterday.

government scandals t his
year, the public had 'become
pessimistiC and alienated. A
clear majority, the survey
showed, believe that. "there
is something deeply wrong"
in the country.
State and local officials,
on the other hand, tend to be
optimistic and to believe
that the problems tl)at led to
The survey was conducted the public cynicism are
by Louis Harris and Asso- transitory.
ciates for the Senate SubOf many familiar institucommittee on Intergoverntions in society - including
mental Relations.
medicine, the military, 01'Its authors concluded that, ganized religion, go ve r n-'
in the wake of disclosures of ment, universities and labor

unions
only television
news and the press have risen in the public's esteem
since 1966, the survey
showed.
The percentage of Americans who showed "a great
deal of confidence' in the
executive branch of the federa 1 government di'opped
from 41 per cent in 1966 to 27
per cent in 1972 and to 19 per
cent last September, the
Harris study stated.
Among the findings:
• A majority of American
, -53 percent - agreed that
"there is something deeply

wrong in America;" 37 per
cent disagreed with that
statement, and the remaining were "not sure". The
Harris organization s aid
that it was the first time
since the assassinations of
the Rev. Martin Luther King
Jr. and Senator Robert F .
Kennedy in 1968 that a majority had . answered the
question affirmatively.

ing the feeling.
" . Asked to eX!plain their
concern , one-quarter 0 f
those sampled s aid that
"government leaders are
corrupt and i'll1mora[." More
people gave that reason than
any other.
.• By 63 per cent to 34 per
cent, state officials denied
th at something is "deeply
wrong." Local .offici'als dis• T his disenchantment puted that statement by 48
cut across a number of sta- per cent to 45 per cent.
tistical lines, with high pro• Based on four questions
portions of per,soll'S in every that the Harris team has
income level and every sec- used on a "scale of alienation of the couptry evidenc- tion" ifor more than a de-

cade, the survey concluded
that 5 per 'cent of Americans "expressed disen~hant
ment," compared with only
29 per cent who answered
that way in 1966.
• Well over half and up to
t1u'ee-qual'ters of tJhose surrveyed agreed with such state
ments as "wire-tapping and
spying undel' the excuse of
national security is a serious
threat to people's privacy"
and "most 'eilective offkials
are in politics for all they
personally can get out of it
for themselves."
• Asked what they would

ct\....idt ~ 15'
Mon., Dec. 3, 1973

~41l1'ra.cliSco

**

bring up if they had a
chance to sit doWn and talk
with President Nixon, three
out of every four persons
said "Watergate."
Forty-one per cent of · the
ptUb:1ic expressed a "great
deal" of confidence in television news, more confidence
than they had in most other
instituti ons. Only 17 percent
of the officials had such confidence in television :reporting.
As for the written press,
SOper cent of the public and
only 19 per cent of the officta!ls expressed hiJghConfidence.
New York Time.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR -- 12/26/73

Coun cil p .~§ed to hear

COin

•

amis

By George MoueyhlID
St::tff correspondent of
The Christian Science Monitor
New York

What has the U.S . National News
Council been doing since it set up shop
across the street from Lincoln Center
in New York City?
Complaints have only been trickling
In, says William B. Arthur, executive
director of the council and former
editor of Look magazine.
No surprise, he says, because he
feels the national media gene;-ally do
a good job of reporting the news fai.rly
and accurately . But he exp ects complalnts will increase as the news
council becom es more widcly !mown.
The wat(:hdog organization r.s.s been
ke eping tabs since August on fairness
in news reporting.
One of the first complai'1ts it Is
looking Into are those President Nixon
made at his Oct. 26 press conference
In which Mr. Nixon called some
telev ision newscasts "outrageous,
vicious, and distorted ."
Roger J . Tra ynor, chairman of the
council and form er chief justice of the
California Supreme COld, called the
Pl'csident's allegations "so serious
that they warrant a public airing."

The counell has Rlso asked Newsweek magazine to supply more information abont a story It ran on the
revolt in Chile in response to
a reader's complaint. And it is
looking Into a complaint against the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting
about a program In which a viewer
contends only one side of a contrOVErsial issue involving a Newark,
N.J ., public housing project was
presCl'ted .
A numbe:: of news organizations
ha ve made it clear that they do not
support tl1<; news councll and will not
coopt'!'a te "'lIh it Mr. Arthur says

he understands their skepticism.
"They 'rc reo.sonable newsmen," he
acds, "they jU9t want to be fihown."
[The ChrIstian SCience :r-kOi:!to, Intends to support the council. At a
meeting of the Am erican Society of
Newspaper E: dltofs last year, Monitor
editor John Hughes ::a!d he Intended
[0 ·~aopcI ·a t e with ei € caun ell provided
It "op-e rated respcnslbly," that its
m t.m bers were of "high c<111ber." that
Its d e mall(~ ::; upon erj ~tors ' Hm e "were
r.ot unreasonable," a rId tl!at it "st.urdily defends p[l~ S~ free dom.··)
Details awaited
The News Councll aiso h;:-,s launChed
The council has la'.lnched what it
says w ill be a thorough and indepen- its first ma jor study whIch will deal
dent investigation of the Nixon with tnt! potential threat to a free
charges. It has recei ved assurances press pOled b y Ir,creased demands for
of cooperation from the three net- access to til(: media.
The stliUy. ~; a l d Mr. Traynor, is In
works but thus far has had no success
in getting the White House to pin down r esp onse to the growing dem<i.nc ror
which broadcasb it f('It fell into the governmen tal reg lilation of access to
the media. He cited a recent F lcrlda
categories the President deiicribed.
Mr. Arthur says the council will Suprem e Cour t mUng inp:l.!"t1cular In
continup. to try to get more irJorrna- which a fo o! itleia ! ~ was held to havil
t1on, but that if none is forthcoming the right to equal space to reply to an
the council will set public heel- rings editorial In the Miami H E;rald. The
ea rly in the year 0n the Nixon Herald Is appeaUng the rU! l>1g to the
U.S. Supreme Court.
charges .

The study, he added, wUl also
examine the Impact of the fairness
doctrine Of; the electronic media. Tha.t
doctrine provides that a broadcaster
must give adequate coverage to con troversial lilsues and that an Indlvid·
ual or organization has the right to
reply where personal attacks can be
proved.
Mr. Arthur admits that without the
cooperation of the news medIa the
National News Council probably will
fall. "The council will be judged on Its
performance," he feeis, and if at the
end of three years, when Its pilot
funding nms out, the council has
failed to win over manv of the editors
who are eyeing it skeptically today,
. then the experiment will likely be
dropped.
But he thinks time and performance
wlll prove to many .doubtlng editors
that the councJ.J Is a help, not a
hindrance, to keeping the press free.
Investigating complaints Is not the
council's oniy role.
Made up of 15 prominent per50ns _
six from the media and nine ou tsiders

-- It also alms to serve as a defender
of press freedom by helping waro off
attempts by government or others to
encroach upon the media's right to.
cover events as they see fit.
The council is financed solely by
funds from 10 foundations. It has no
ties to the the media or the government. Its only enforcement power,~
that of public opinion; it ha.s m)
coercive or subpoena powers but
relies on its reports to the public as Its
oIlly weapon .
Such press councils are not new.
Other countries have had them fOr
yea.rs. The National News Council'
here in fact, is modeled after the
British Press Council which has been'
In operation more than 20 years .
A recent ~. tudy made by the American Newspapers Publishers Association found that many daUy news-.
papers In the U.S. already are takL,g
steps to be more accountable to Ll-)elr :
readers . Among the steps: an om- '
budsman to watch fairness, a local
press council, surveys of news
sources and readers, an advisor:'
board on fairness.
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Media Panel Fights Obscurity
By Stephen Isaacs
Schnurman are accepting
quitously to editors around
Writer
any speaking invitations that the country.
NEW YORK-The exper- they feel do not involve conThe council is hearing sevimental new National News flicts ot interest. Schnur- eral times a week from AclJ1an, for instance, in one
curacy in Media, Inc., a non
Council's principal griev24·hour stopover in Chicago
profit Was hington organizaance so far is not the comti on t hat describes itself as
plaints about the media it is
scheduled five radio and
"an ed uca tional organization
representi ng
you
(the
receiving. but its own obscu- television apparances while
there.
publi c) in combating error
rity.
The Twentieth Century and distortion in the news
In fact. :few complaints
Fund and a task force con· media."
that would come und er the
sidered many potential ph
council's purview have boen
falls of such a council-posSo far, says ..... rthur. none
received-probably becau se
si ble areas of contention beof AIIII's com p I a i n t s has
so few people know of the
bee n of the nature of the
twee n and IImong the media,
council's exi stence. says Wilprivate interests and the
type of grie\'ance the counliam B. Arthur, its executive
cil was set up to investi,g ate.
government-before estab.
director.
"We take their letters one
li shing it.
As a result, Arthur, the
by
one."
say~
Arthur.
·59·year·old former editor of
But the fund did not full y
"That's the only way to deal
antici pate the dearth of with them fair ly."
Look magazine, and Ned
com plaints that has greeted
"We certainly hope we're '
Schnurman, associate direc·
t he co un cil's b irth.
tor of the council and
nor. goin g to be used on a
former city editor at WCBS:\Iost of the complaints di·
regular basis by orga nizaTV he re, have had to be·
r eeted to the council in its
tions wilh big public rela·
corne pro mot e I' s of the
fcw m 0 nth s of existence
tions departments." says .-\r·
Dll ncilJ.tsclf-a_IllLblic... rota·
.lli!\·e bee n from "J1rofes- --.liwr. "\\'c ho e to encoura gc
tions role they do not re l i~h.
slonal letter \\Tlters. " per· complaints from far less orSo, says, Arthur, he and
sons who are known ubiganized sources."
Wa.hlnrlon Po,t 8t&!!

:

So far, then, the several
hundred letters that have
come to the council are no
.barometer of either happiness or discontent with the
media. They are, says Arthur, more emotional than
substantive, " like the psychOlOgist wno wrote u s and
said that Harry Reasoner
always has a leer when he
mentions the President's
name. That's an emotional
response ,"
One letter·write r from
Vancouver.
Washin gton,
said that .. I wish to propose
to yo u investi ga tion of natiollal news COl er aae of the
abortion mOI'clllcn l of the
last five to six years ."
"It is continuously clear,"
said the letter, "t hat t he proabortion forces receive better coverage than the antiabortion ones at all levels
aud

~i n

(iH rr:eclw. "

See COUNCIL, H3, Col, 1

Press Council Seeks Publici y
COUNCIL, From 112

plained about a story carri ed
by Tne Washin.gton Post·Los
Schnurman 's repl y stated:
An geles T im ps news service
"The abortion iss ue is a
complex one which does re o that descr ibed a new drug
ceive a sizable amount of
for treating gonorrhea.
media covera,,"e. However. it
" Gonorrhea is a terrible
.i5 not our pllrpose, or t he problem."
sa i d the letter,
~pirlt in which the council
"but this (article ) implies
: v,ias conceived . to cxa mine
,orne new drug was discov:general char ges of bias in
ere d." Instead. said the letthe media. If you can cite
ter: the dru l; in the article
specific examp les of med 'a
was not new. and a far
..1l i a s involving a nation al
cheaper version of the dru g
'1Iews organization we shall
has "been around about a
-be happy to entertain condecade."
sideration of you I' comThe council's by·laws auplaint ... "
thorize it to study First ·
• Another letter complained
.-\ mp. ndment issues. and last
'of "a specific practice of
week the counci l announced
'CBS radio news. I have no
its first such study. to be
'way of documenting what I
di rec-te el by Columbia u niheard, but perhaps my letter
versity constitutio nal law
will
reinforce
someone
expert Benno C. Schmidt. Jr.
else's complaint."
The stud y of "t he pot en·
.; The letter cited radio reo tial t hreat of a free press
;ports from Chile in which
posed by increased demands
." the reporter ended his
for access to t he media."
newscast with the flat state·
was tri ggered by a Florida
ment that he was broadcast- court decision that extended
.ing from 'Chile, the most
the FCC's equal time provi:democratic nation in South
sions to ne wspaper editorial',America.' Now th is ma y or
izing on political cam.'ai gns.
:.may not be true . I am sure
"~.Iaybe
the results of
there are many South Amersuch a study will be directly
jca ns who would disp ute it.
valuable ," says Schnurman,
'However, such a statement
"in case that some day goes
:is strictly a mat te r of' opin·
all the wa y to the Supreme
ion and I strenuously object
to this kind of propagandiz- Court. .-\t least we'Il hope to
h ave this study published by
jng in a so·called news reearly 1974."
jiort.
Schllurman and Arthur
•• "This is not exactly an
have been considering all el·
earth·shakin g' matter . but I
ements of contention be·
find it indicative of the bias
tween press and govern·
·and irresponsihil ity that
men t. and have debated as
,someti mes pla gues the news
to what procedures they
:m eelia . 'Credibilit y l;a p' is a
would have followed if vice
-cliche, but it certainly does
·exist."
president Spiro .....gnew had
brou gh t his cOmplal!1t abo ut
In this case, the writer
news leaks to the council in·
was told that c omp la i nt~
st.ead of to court.
)"lad to be more specific .
In one case where another
Yet another le tter com-

actinn was taket1 . Schnurman says. I he complainant
mi ght ha vp. preferred news
council actio n.
Schnurma n says the American .\Ied ical
.-\ssociation
complained to the Fede ral
Communi cati ons
Commis·
sion about an :\BC docu·
men t a I' y last December
about the nation's health
care.
.-\ copy of the :\ :\1.-\'s complaint was sent to the news
council, and ,-\:\IA was told
that. since it had its case
pending before a re gu latory
agency. the council could
not act.
~BC gave in before the
FCC was thro ugh hearing
the case, Schnurman says,
by giving the .-\;\1.'\ time to
rebut the program on the
"Today" show and by admit·
ting certain errors in fact.
"Our postulation," says
Schnurman . "is wouldn' t it
have been more interesting
if it had gotten before us
and gotten 1:0 the open hear·
in g stage. Couldn't the coun·
cil. by its publicity, have
ended the thing. Then i\' BC
would not ha ve been obli ged
. to make the 'Today' show
time available. If that pub·
licity had b ee n publicized in
enough areas. wouldn't NBC
have been better off. The
kind of t hing they . did
makes it look like they were
guilt y."
The NBC action . says
Schnurman-, had a furth er
impact in that othe r re lat ed
programs
"have
bep 'l
shelved or put aside because
of it. You have to ask your·
s": If \\.' hy."
Schnurman s ay s he un·
derstands that the AMA
in re trospect would have

preferr 'ci ' ilk;ng the the
news council co urae.
.-\ft er :\Ir. :\ix orfs outburst
on Ocl. 29 at the telr \'ision
network s fo r "o ut rageo us,
vido us and di sto rted " reo
partin ;:, the council an·
n ounc ed it planl1 C'd Lo revie w and allal ~' ze TY co\'er·
age of th e administra t ion.
.-\rthur s;.:id the cCluncil
would und e rtake a full investiga tion. whether or not
it had cnopera t ion fr om the
White House and l or the net·
worKS.
The news council, later
said it has re ceivcc1 no
eiaboration from the \'-'hit.>
House on President :-- Ixon 's
charges.
Schnurman sai d . "We have
had no r es ponse to out' two
tele grams whi ch were sent
to the \\' h ile House on Oct.
30. and ~ov. 14."
Arthur and Schnurman
now have permanent h ead·
quarters subleased from the
ChIldren 's Te lev 'sion Wo rkshop at 1 Lincoln Pla za in
New York. and confide nce
that the co uncil will prove
to be u seful.
' ~o one has any assur·
ance that this experiment
will work," says Arth ur.
"Its never been done before.
"Our by·laws allow for an
impartial grou p, after three
years, to evaluate the results. \\'e've made u p ou r
minds that we' re going 0
play a useful ro le in the
whole journalism scene as a
buffe r between the publ iC
and th ':! media and the g OY·
ernme nt .
''I'm ver y co nfi den t .that,
t hree years from now. he
med ia will be ve r y tha nkful
there's a :\a tional :\e ws
Council."
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Payroll ·Reporteell!

Lists
30
U.S.
Journalists
S"

e9~L«1J I Otc (1~~ . I '4
some of them acting as
full-time agents, the WashThe ~entral lntelligence ington Star-News said yes~gency has more than 30 terday.
\I
AiDbrican journalists workCiting an "authoritative
~~ abroad on its payroll,

f

Washington

source" it did not identify,
the newspaper sald the
names of about 40 full-time
reporters, free-lance journalists and trade publication
correspondents were listed
in the agency's files after a
review ordered by diredor
William Colby two months
ago.
Colby was said to have ordered a cutback in CIAforeign correspondent relationships after getting a report on the extent of the situaJtiOD.

Colby was out of town and
not available to discuss the
story, and a CIA spokesman
said the agency J would not
comment.
The Star-News said about
five full-time staff correspondents representing general cireuiation organizations, who had served as
C I A undercover contacts
and were paid on a'contract u a I basis, were being
phased out. The reason cited
y the newspaper was concern that the relationship
"could most serioU!sly compromise the integrity of the
American press in general
and possibly cripple its ability to function overseas."
But the newspaper said
Co1by "has approved explicitly the continued m~te
Dance of more than 30 other
CIA agents abroad who are
not strictly newsmen but
who rely on some kind of
journalistic "cover" for their
'intelligence operations."
The Star-News said the
source indicated one of
its reporters, Jeremiah
O'Leary, was mentioned in
CIA files as a newsman W'b.o
was a regular non paid CIA
contact during an overseas
assignment for the newspaper. '
Star-News editors s a i d
they discussed the matter
with O'Leary and other
sources "and have found no
evidence that either he or
the newspaper has been
compromised." The paper
said none of the five agents
being cut off was a regular
staff correspondent of a major U.S. daily newspaper
with an established overseas
bureau:
Those being ,retained, the
newspaper s aid, included
mostly per son s not employed full time by any organization - such as freelance writers and those on
retainer for occasional
work, or writers paid for
specific work done for a
publication.
Another group, the StarNews said, consists of writers for sma1l cireU1ation
publications such as trade
journals and commercial
newsletters. Most of these,
the newspaper said, worked
secretly for the CIA with the
knowledge of their employers.
United Prelll
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Conflicts of Interest by
Political 'Vl~itel~, Editor
B~' L~uren

Soth

Editor of The RE!9lster and Tribune

Editorial Page,

of America has hasked in
1"HEthe PRESS
sunlight of oeserH'cl praise for lis
investigation and expo~ur(' of the Watergate crimes anri other politicill ('orTUption of the Nixon ildministr8.tion . If tile
newspilpers. pilrticularly '- '::;;;r,~'i;''''~?
the Washington Post. .< _ .J
had not persisted in 6
j;
their efiorts to uncover :c"" ' > di~
the scandal. It IS doubt- :" ?i~ ..
ful that it would ha ve -~ ~~been brought to light \, ",~. ~
, ~
and the guilty br_ought
to JustIce . . .
~. +~7; .' :
However. It IS onh· ~ ,J Ji <" .
fair to concede that the :':"'"
. b .
record of the press in
VIOOR
the political co~ruption
LASKY
of 1972·73 is not lIn~ullierl.
Lilst Aug. 21 I wrote iln article in The
Register abollt il pi~cf' of dp('cpti o!1 prrpptraterl h\' the i\orth Amenc;Jn \ewspaper Alliance !\.-\:"iA) and a writer for
that newspaper syndicate named Victor
Lasky.
Lasky workrrl for the Commiltee 10
Rp-elect the Prpsirlf'nt leRr, and reC(~ived a fF~ tain",r fee from th;]t organization ilt the SClme time hI' was \\"!"itin~
a political colilmn for :\.\\A. \eithrr
L<lsky nor N.\N.'\ informed nrwsna!lrr

l

r .'-:_

~ditc;'s

c-f

_thi~

d'..!3.!

f0 Jf."

. ';

.j

and conflict of

int erest.
Jeb Stuart :\lilgruder. form er d('put~·
director of CR.r. exposed this bit of
journalistic duplicity. III the Watergate
hearings on TV. ;\1i1grlider stated that
amon'g the Cash distributions he had
made was $20.000 to Victor Laskv. \1Rgruder 1ater pled guilty to being a part
o~ the Watergate conspiracy.

$20.000
Retainer
Soon after the ~1agruder statement. I
asked NANA if the :Vlagruder statement
was true. Sid Goldberg. executil'e erlilor
of NANA. confirmed that L:1sl:vh~d
received a relairer of 520.000 an·r! hCld
\\Titlen speechps for Mrs. .John I ~Iar
tha) Mitchell during the campilign. Lasky also wrote magazine art icles [or \-Irs.
Mitchell and supplied her with one-liner
gag material.
To the hest of my knowledge (as we
say post Watergate hearings), NAN A
still has not informed editors about Lasky's ties to the Committee to Re-elect
the President. The syndicate is still distributing his strongly conservative, proNixon column.
Last August I wrote. "The Register
printed few, if any, of Lasky'S commel)ts on the 1972election campaign and
none on th€ Watergate hearin~s. However, we did not know of Laskv·s conflict of interest. and Vie regard this
deception of editors (and of Ihc public)
as completely unacceptable. We never
knowingly would print commentary
from a writer who was also working [or
a political organization or candidate."
NANA editors may not have known of

Lasky's "moonlighting" in 1972 However. they have known at least since
last June when Magrud er testliied about
it The faIlure of NANA to do anything
about this is inexcusable.

Spied on
:'.lcGovern
One rf':Json may be that Goldt· rg had
a conflict of interest of his (I'.\'n~ His
wife . Lucianne Cumminf,:s Goldberg.
also worker! for thf' Committee to Reelect the President. a fact ! did not
know when I wrote the article of Au CT •
21.

0

Mrs. Goldberg traveled as a reporter
with Senator George i\lcGovern 's campaign group. She was at the same time
working a~ a politlc,l spy for the Nixon
re-election committcp .
;\!urr;lV ill. Chotiner. a former political :Jri viser to the President. hirer! ~lrs .
Goldberg for $l.0011 a WE'f'k. She was to
·Iook for "r E'il!I~' dirty stuff .. who W;:J.S
~ieepirIg wit h whom . what Sf'Cl"et Service mer were doing With the stf\\ardesses. \\"ho ~moked pol on the plane that sort of thtng." she told the Washington Star-!\ews.
:'.Irs. Goldberg gl)t her credentials for
the :vlcGovern press pl;me as a rep!'e~('ntati\"e of il hook publ isher. She cold
other rrporters she was ~alherinl: milte·
rial for · Ci book ilbout :--lcGO\·rrn. She
\.\'as Of) leave of abse lP:e ir(,IIi

\\'(!i--:-l e ii' ~

:-.1 e\\"5 Service. il suhsidiarv of (,'1111('d
Features Syndicate. Siclr,2Y' Coldhpl·g i,
ihe editor of that service as well as of
l'iAi'iA.
Failure
To Inform
It might have been embarrassing for
Goldberg to cancel the Laskv column or
to tell editors that La~k~1 was secretly
workin~ for President Nixen while writing a political column. supposedly as an
independent Journalist. when his wi fe
\\;jS cloin;:: the same thin!'.!. Her name
never appeilrcd on financial reports of
CR P. because she was on the paYToll.oi
Chotiner"s law firm.
Lasky is a free lancer and could not
be blamed for picking up some cash
working as a ghost writer for !\Iartha
1'1'1itchell, but a modest sense of 1"1 hics
would have required him to inform
NANA. and not to continue writing a
column \viloout telling editors of his
political allegiance.
Still worse offenses are the failure of
l\'A:\'A to inform editors when it learned
of Lasky's double role . a:1d the failure
of those newspapers stIli using the Lasky
column to inform their readers that the
column is \Hitten by a man who was a
secret hired hand for the Committ.ee to
Re-elect the President.
The L~ ~ ky column is titled. "Sav It
Straight! " One of the recent pieces" began. ,. Anything goes. as far as certain
seclions of the media are conc"rned.
when it comes to i;nrugning the integrity and honesty of Richard Nixon."
Look who's talking.
.

, No hacking
on TV ral
~ f 4 Cltnl V>-Vt '-0 llllJ <7 ';
•
United Press

I

ec~r,

cil's associate
said
yesterday, "We have had no
response to our two telegrams which were sent ot
the· White House on Oct. 30
and Nov. H. "

NEW YORK - The National News Council says it
has received no elaboration
" from the White House on
President Nixon's charges of
"outrageous, vicious, and
S c h n U i' man said "we
distorted" news coverage by asked ·each time £or specifics regarding the president's
the three TV networks.
charges" that were made in
Ned Schnurman, the coun- his Oct, 26 news conference.

Rule, the Scriptures, an.d "the dictates of common sense"
-but not the onstitution-in announcing that he would----not comply wi the ruling. To his surprise, th~rt
narrowly uphel ' he act. "The nation./ > Rgosfvelt confided to an aide, ' ·11 never know.-··wl1~·ll great treat it
missed in not hearin
e marvftl6us..-l'ailio address."
There are of cours 0 . ( .;-me're familiar instances of
Roosevelt's devotion tif' .~ itutional order," but this
f Schlesone exposes, with ~p{cJ-af-Piqu
inger's circle-sq).lir(ngexercise: to limn a
idenc
would be b~J1{');tiong" (how else, he asks, are yo oi g
to get NeW/ neals and civil rights?) and Nixon-proo.
What fl§fi~iou; comic relief, really, in the midst of this
dr~ national crisis, to watch the principal troubadour
of..-executive power so frantically trying to retune his ~te.
,

b.-ca ~

Journalistic COUpS

f~ ~L(>.

11-J-3-')~

The American press has had only the nicest tbings to
say about Salvador Allende since his death. Newspapers,
magazines, and television have been saturated with melancholy accounts of his abbreviated revolution. The
complete reverse is true for the junta that deposed AIlende; the worse said about them, the better. In its
November 2 issue the Wall Street Journal shows, in
workmanlike fashion, how the higher journalism proceeds
by examining recent articles in The Nation and Newsweek.
In The Nation, Professor E. Bradford Burns, a Latin
American scholar from UCLA, tries to show how popular Allende was. On September 4, one week before the
coup, there was a Pfo-Allende demonstration. Burns
witnessed the gathering and claimed in his story that
800,000 Chileans were there, making it the largest demonstration in Chile's history. (Burns was a piker compared to the British Guardian. It said there were
1,250,000 demonstrators.) However, as luck would have
it, Everett G. Martin of the Wall Street Journnl was at
the same demonstration and he estimated a crowd of

I
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no more than twenty thousand, which it turns out was
just about the police estimate. Martin note~ that Bums
failed to mention a demonstration the following day
which did attract hundreds of thousands. Its purpose
was to call for the ~esignation of Allende.
Martin picks apart other points in Professor Bums's
article. To blame America for Chile's economic failure
is, well, "ludicrous-American egocentrism at its worst.
Despite [America's] credit blockade, Dr. Allende's regime
received more international credit than any other Chilean
govemment in history." Months before the coup, Allende's nephew-a fervent supporter of his uncle-had
despaired for his government, telling Martin: "There's
no more ideology, everything is corrupt. All the [ruling
circles] think about is power and money."
-Bad as it is, The Nation article is not in the same biased
journalism league as Newsw.eek. "Last week I slipped
through a side door in the Santiago morgue," John Barnes
wrote in the October 8 Newsweek. "One hundred and
fifty bodies were laid out on the ground floor . ... Upstairs I passed through a swing door -and there in a
dimly lit corridor lay at least fifty more bodies . .. . I was
able to obtain an official morgue body count from the
daughter of a member. of its staff: By the 14th day following the coup, she said, the morgue had received and
processed 2,796 corpses." According to the New York
Times, the Wall Street Journal, a doctor unsympathetic to
the junta, and the morgue's director, the Barnes account
is one of the more imaginative pieces of investigative
journalism; 2,796 is not the number of bodies the morgue
processed in the first 14 days of the coup-but of all the
bodies processed from January 1 to September 21.
Another example: The sprawled body of a dead amputee was prominently pictured in the, story. The caption
read: "A dead amputee in Santiago: The reign of terror
was worse than anybody imagined." The man, it turns
out, was killed not by junta soldiers but by a Chevrolet
\ truck.

. Press Safe!!uards . S·
rf

CPu.mteh '. ( ~ f~
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• A PANEL OF LAWYERS, journalists, schol.ars and other specialists has propo~ed a series of
recommendations for legal changes to increase the
flow ,of information to the public, some of which '
we find of great merit.
The panel's proposals for a national "sh~eld
law" to protect reporters' confidential sources and
its can for lifting all federal controls over radio
and television news show content have a particularly vital purpose: to preserve the free press under the First Amendment and to safeguard the
media in disseminating news.
Various .states, including California, already
have , laws that permit reporters to protect their
confidential sources of infdrmation, but.the panel
seeks a federal law, broad enough to exempt reporters from revealing their sources, even where
the reporter witnesse~ a killing or has advance
knowledge that one is to take place.
, IN URGING COMPLETE DECONTROL of
broadcast news, the panel not only 'recommends
removal of all government power to regulate pro'gram content, but also seeks elimination' of the'
so-called "fairness doctrine." This seemingly desi'rable guarantee of "equal time" has proved counterproductive and in practice has constricted rathe'r than promoted debate on political and other issues.
The recommendations emerged from the annual Chief Justice Warren Conference on Advocacy, held at Harvard University under sponsorship
of the research arm of the Roscoe Pound-American Trial Lawyers Foundation. As its president,
Herbert Bennett observed, its report was in no
way concerned "with protection of journalists nor
news media or enhancement of the legal profession. It was strictly for the benefit of the public."
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Panel Urges
New Press
Safeguards
Cambridge, Mass.
A series of sweeping legal
changes intended to ease the
flow of information to the
public was urged yesterday
hy a panel of .58 lawyers,
journalists, scholars and
other specialists.
The proposals include the
passage of a strong federal
shield law to protect reporters, and the removal of all
government control over television and radio programming.
The . recommendations
grew out of the annual Chief
Justice Earl Warren Conference on Advocacy held here
last June and sponsored by
the Roscoe Pound-American
Trial Lawyers Foundation.
In releasing the report,
Herbert H. Bennett, a Portland, Me., labor attorney
who is president of the Cambridge-based foundation, declared that the question of a
free press is "a most vital
issue to our democracy." He
added that the report was
"in no way concerned with
the protection of journalists
or news media or the enhancement of the legal profession - it was strictly for
the benefit of the public."
The major recommendations are:
• The establishment of a
national journalists' privilege that would exempt reJIOl'teI"S ffOm being compelled to reveal the sources
of information gained in confidence. Although the group
stopped short of approving .
an absolute privilege, it still
rejected the idea of creating
an exception even when a
reporter observes a killing
or has advance knowledge.
that one will take place.
• Amendment of the
F e Ii era I Communications
Act to remove from ·the government all power to regulate program cmntent on radio and television, eliminating, among other things, the
"fairness doctrine."

.

• Use of the antitrust
laws to resist concentration
of media ownership in geographical areas.
• Legislation requiring
that all requests for information under the Freedom
of Information Act be processed within ten to 20
days.
• Extensions of the Freedom of Information Act to
Congress and to the states.
• Establishment of an independent government agency to review national security documents to determine if
the classification system is
being abused.
• Requirement that the
government pay court costs
for successful information
suits and that the government be forced to justify the
withholdings of any portion 'of a document.
New York TilJlflL I
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William F. Buckley, Jr.

Distinctions in reportjD~
I DO NOT TIDNK the press is "distorted" or ''vicious'' in any categorical sense,
but I do think there is a tendency in the
press to magnify and thus distort: and
unquestionably Mr. Nixon is frequently the
victim of that kind of thing. Permit me to
recount a personal experience.
Ten days ago I spoke at Kansas State
University. In response to the question,
''What did I think the future held out for Mr.
Nixon?" I replied that the odds had now in
my opinion changed, favoring the possibility
of resignation.
.

days."
J

In due course I received a t,1 ;boile eel
from the New York Times, wantiDtl to
more about the sensational development I
had predicted. I replied that I knew of no
sensational development, had predieted no
such thing, nor had Sen. GoldwMer in IJlY
presence. On the matter of resignation,. I
explairled that to say the odds favor resigDation is different from predicting resignation.
To say the odds favor rain tomorrow is Dot
to predict rain tomorrow.

mow

These nice distinctions were not reportThe next day I met happily with Senator ed back to the readers of the New York
Goldwater at the annual meeting of a Times. Perhaps the distinctions are too mee.
foundation of which he and I and a few other Professor Hugh Kenner has recorded that a.
tigers (including Sen. Tower, Thunnond, and newspaper is a "low definitioDal medNm,"
Lausche) are trustees. After the meeting . and that it is unsafe to attempt in it' a
was over, Sen. Goldwater and I drove to the thought the accuracy of which depends on
airport together and, awaiting our flights, the correct placement of a comma.
chatted together at the coffee shop.
Now, a week having gone by, I am
A moment or two later a gentleman receiving mail from all over the world
materialized who identified himself as being asking when would the news come out of the
from the local CBS. He ~esired us to '·startling development" that brought Sen.
perform before his camera crew respecting Goldwater and me to make a "secret rendtzvous in Wichita, Kansas" for the purpose of
Mr. Nixon and Watergate. We declined ever so politely and eNer so firmly.
discussing the "mechanics of President NbiC?n's resignation."
The following morning, front page, New
York Times. "Newsmen in Wichita, Kansas,
In the first place, insofar a8 it eonteI;rtI
reported seeing Sen. Barry Goldwater of me, it is mysteriously flatteriDg. I bne ID
Arizona and William F. Buckley Jr., the delusions about my own power to bring • • .
conservative columnist, in 'deep discussion' Nixon down. Who do they think I am? JoIlD
at the airport there today. Mr. Buckley Dean ill?
spoke last night at Kansas State University
where he said that he believed Mr. Nixon
In the second place, though at tbis point
would resign because of the Watergate several newspapers have received from my
scandal at the urging of Mr. Goldwater and own mouth the news that I made DO
other friends. Mr. Buckley and Mr. Goldwa- prediction about any Watergate develOpter were quoted by the Associated Press as ment, I have yet to see a single ~to
saying they expected a startling develop- said correction. This is the kind of .... Mr.
ment in the Watergate affair in the riext few Nixon is complaining about.

I
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The TV That Really Needles Nixon
New York
President- Nixon may
think he is taking a beating
at the hands of network
news commentators, but
lately other segments of television have been taking up
where the straight news programs leave off.
A sportscaster recently referred to him in prime time
as "Tricky Dickie," and
Johnny Carson has been
zinging him steadily in his
opening monologue on the
"Tonight Show."
Public figures, even presidents, have always been fair
game for comedians and
their joke writers, but it
would be hard to recall a
comparable time when Carson, who reaches 14 million
viewers nightly, zeroed in so
frequently on one target. In
a way, he is probably acting

as an escape valve for the
country: Watergate hurts so
much it is probably better
to laugh at it.
While the newscasters can
only report deadpan the story of the White House tapes,
Carson can mirror what is
on many people's minds,
saying the unsayable and
getting a laugh at the same
time : "I wouldn't say the

President is a sore loser. . . up with: "Personally, I
He's sending the tapes to don't think the President is
Sirica . . . Nobody said they acting like a king . . . After
had to be on spools."
all, he only fired Archibald
Cox ... Originally', h e
Another time: "Nixon got planned to have him beheada little confused ... instead ' ed."
of a tape recorder, he tried
to play the tapes on a power
Carson plants his barbs
saw."
and skips away with the
When Mr. Nixon fired spe- comment: "I'm not taking a
cial prosecutor Archibald stand. I'm just reporting the
Cox, Carson's gagmen came news."

As irreverent as Carson is,
he still has not gone as far
as sportcaster Don Meredith
during an ABC telecast of a
Monday night footban game.
Mter watching Mr. Nixon's
favorite football team, the
Washington Redskins, lose
to Pittsburgh, Meredith observed that if they kept losing, "Tricky Dickie" might
drop in on a practice session.

The remark lit up ABC
switchboards and caused
presidential
speechwriter
Patrick Buchanan t 0 be
awakened from sleep by an
angry "former high administration official" (the following week Meredith apologized to the president on
TV.)

\q
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swer to the aicoholism bit.
which has never had any
basis whatever."
Nixon loyalists ~ and ap>parently the Prestdent him\
Richardson said all of llis to-come-to-a-full-sfop kind of self ' - 3IPPea'l." angry Wlitlh
tickets since the age of 16 tickets.
Ri~haTdlson .
h!ad been compiiJ.ed and cir" The last ticket I got was
They resented a news stoculated in Mass'schusetls by
in tihe District of Columbia ry in late October stating
political foes .
when I was assistant secre- that Richardson "was ver:
tary
of HEW (in the 50s) for worried about Nixon. • .tha
"There are two serious
failm'e
to come to a full (Nixon) was not in the bes\
cillar'ges in tt," he slaQd. " One
stop:"
psychological condition,." ,
was driving 'underr the influence' at age 18. The other
Richardson said he has
was
a
later 'driving- had his driving record into-endanger' conviction in cluded in the transcripts of
1951. The rest are speeding each of hls confirnnation
tickets
and
failure- hearings "including my an-

White House hints at 'Richardson problem '
Knight News Service

RealChed ' at his home,
Richards'on s'aid yesterday
the cij]ar-ges are "'absolute
nO'll~sens,e , " He said he is
sIickened and dis<t@bed" and
won'ied that the rumors
" might be a coordinated
tIling,"

WASHINGTON - Some
top administration officials
are quietly peddling innuendoes that former Attorney
Generail. E~o t ruCh'ardson
has a <b.'inking problem,
An example is 1;l1e agency
head who offered last week
The agency head, who
to put a reporter in touch asked not to be identified,
with Ma'ssachrusetts sources made the charges shortly
who purportedly could docu- before Wllite House Staff
ment such allegations,
Chief Alexander M, Haig,'

Jr. , also referred to drinking
"I think it is a little odd
by Richardson at a briefing that if tllis (drinking) were a
on Watergate for Republican problem," Richar dson said,
" that I would have been
senators,
nominated successively to
At the same time Presi- three Cabinet posts. You
dent Nixon and Haig report- know the kinds of investigaedly t01o. the lawmakers tions the FBI makes,"
Richardson had been , untrruthfU[ about Wlhy he quit a's
Within the space of a year
attorney g.eneraL They im- Nbwn rotated Ric . J.'ds{)l1 to
plied Richardson had per- head three af the most dejm'ed himself before a Sen- man din g depar1irnents Health, Education and WeIate committee.

,f are, Defense and, finally,
Justice.
Richardson admitted that
the question 0 f drinking
"has cropped up from time
to time, arising out of my
original driving record 30
years ago, I don't believe I
have driven 20 miles in the
last 10 years." I have had
drivers ," - volunteers during ~ampaigl15 and official
chauffeurs,
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New Press Hassle

.,f Jl 11' irepho to

President Nixon posed with a baby in Orlando, Fla., after"tapping" Mas t e r
Seargeant Edward Kleizo (left) on the face Saturday night

Nixon Criticizes Stories
.On Airport Incident
Key Biscayne, Fla.

incident.

The White House yesterday condemned as " unethical and unprofessional reporting" based on "rumor ·
and gossip" news accounts
that said President Nixon
slapped a man at McCoy Air
Force Base outside Orlando,
The Barrister.s Club said
Fla., Saturday.
yesterday t hat 697 young
The alleged victim des- San Francisco lawyers becribed the President's actio-u lieve the HOllse of Reoresen-

P,oH ,of Lawyers

Here Favo'rs
Impea,ehment

Asked if Mr. Nixon
's eemed to be angry, Kleizo
replied: "011, no, at no time
whatsoever. No way, Impossible."
The two pool reporters
were William Eaton of the
Chicago Daily News and
M a t t Cooney of Westinghous.e Broadcastrng Cor-p.

as " a friendly gesture" and
a "tap" on the cheek.
Yesterday's Wall Street
Journal reported that Mr.
Nixon "soundly slapped the
man's face and walked on'"
after the incident, which
took place following the
President's
que s t i 0 nand-answer session with the
Associated Press Managing
Editor's Association.
Reports of the incident
"distorted a friendly gesture," a White House statement said.
"This is an example of irresponsible and twisted accounts which have been circulated in recent months.
without adequate substantiation and which create false
impressions concerning the
President 0 f tiJ,.e United
States," the statement said.
"The motives of those who
generated the rumors and
, those who wrote these stories can ' only be explained
by the reporters involved;"
Master Sergeant -Edward
K. Kleizo , a 50-year-old Air
Force veteran with service
in Vietnam, said yesterday
"this is the greatest honor I
ever had; -to shake the hand
of the President is a great
, privilege. To have the President tap you on the cheek-I
won't wash my fa ce."
Asked if his son, John , 7,
had not gone through the
terminal saying "the President slapped my daddy,"
Kleizo replied: "Yes, he did,
but he didn't mean it that
way."
Kleizo said he had told
w~s "one of
the greatest Presidents
we've ever had and the
President reached over and
tapped his face-like a pat
you give a basketball player
after he's made a basket. "
The incident came to light
Sunday when one of the pool
reporters on the President' s
plane told his colleagues
what he had seen Saturday
night.

Mr. Nixon he

There
fo llowed
.
-

A. S
me .t-'reSWent wa:
tatives should vote articles
of impeachment against shal5ing hands with spectators lined up along a fence,
President Nixon.
"'he approached a short, ,
T h,e c1ub, representing balding man and his son, "
1700 attorneys under the age the report said.
of 36, said it sent out a quesThe man reported, -accordtionnaire on the issue and
received 859 replies - 133 ing to the poolers, that Ule
members saying that im- President asked: "Are you
peachment should not be the boy's mother or grandmother?"
voted and 29 abstaining.
"Neither," he replied.
Club president Carl A.
"The
craned his
Leonard noted that voting neck forPresident
another
look,"
the
articles of impeachment
report said. "Bright flooddoes not necessarily imply a
vote for removal from of- lights at the airport might
fice, since the Senate would' have affected his vision.
.. 'Of course not,' said the I
act asa jury on the charges.
President. At the same time
the President spoke he deHvered a light slap to the
man's face."
debate in the White House
'The two poolers said that
Press Corps because the "the light ·slap had the vepoolers had made no men- locity that a man might use
tion of the incident in the
written pool report Saturday in slapping shaving lotion on
night. The poolers main- his own face . . . the Presitained that there was no dent did not appear to be ansignficance to the incident gry, but may have been flusbut late Sunday night they tered by his mistake in
wrote a pool report and post- identity. The President then
ed it in the press room here. went on to pose for pictures
with a baby."
When one of the poolers
The Wall Street Journal,
the New York Daily News asked the man what had ocand the St. Louis Post Dis- cUlTed,he replied : "The
patch filed stories about the President slapped me." The c
incident, although the televi- poolers then ran to board
sion networks al)d the ma- Air Force One, without getjority of newspapers repre- ting the man's name.
sented decided that there
Kleizo's pioture appeared
was insufficient basis for a next day in the Orlando Senstory.
tinel because he was next to
"Two members of the Sa- t he , mother with the baby
tUl·day night pool observed who was photographed.
a n encounter that they Kleizo's identity bee am e
thought at the time was in- known yesterday.
significant and still do"
Reached by ' telephone,
Sunday night's posted po'ol Kleizo said he had used the
report said.
word slapped, adding: "You
don't say the President
Kleizo said no one from tapped me."
the White House staff had
When John Kleizo was
talked to him about the incident or the news reports. asked about the incident, he
But Mrs. Kleizo said a lieu- said the President thought
tenant colonel had contacted he (his father ) was my
her husband. Kleizo said no grandma. It was s6 dark
one told him what to say and spotlights in his eyes."
when questioned about the
Washin.gtoll Post

r,-
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TV itself ·is the message for Americans
By John Lear
Institute for Social Research

where primary conversation takes up the most time is
Kragujevac in Yugoslavia.

President Nixon' s attack on TV news coverage could
have repercussions far beyond those the President has in
mind.

The American priority on time for conversation falls
at the 15th place in the catalog of uses of the 1440 minutes
of the day. So, to see where the national enthusiasm for
TV puts us , we must look at the first 15 uses of time in
cities of the United States, in Pskov, and in Kr,agujevac:

For television is where the American people live, or
as Marshal McLuhan would phrase it, television itself is
the message for Americans.
On an average day, the typical citizens of this country spends more time watching the TV screen than he
s~ ends in any other way except sleeping or working.
At the stroke of every midnight, more people are
awake in the United States than in any other place on
earth, and the commonly accepted reason is ·an eagerness to stay up to date with the electronic messages.
,
People of ather countries watch TV, too , in proportion to the availability of the medium and their national
sense of perspective. Among them, however, the perspective is markedly different. Anyone of a half dozen other
uses of time - cooking, eating, personal grooming, home
chores, care of children, and personal travel- has more
meaning than TV does to their lives.
A much older art of communic;ltion, con ver s~tion ,
has estalblished itself over time as a vital facet of human
experience. It is, therefore, an appropriate benchmark,
or means of comparison, for use here.

U.S.A.
(44 cities)
jn mins.
Sleep
470
Main job
225
91
TV (at home )
Eating
81
Personal care
69
Social
fi3
Home chores
58
Coolrlng'
44
Child care
32
Personal travel
31
26
Laundry
Household care
(other than shopping
and garden/pets) 24
Newspaper reading
24
Leisure travel
19
Conversation
18

Pskov, Kragujevac,
U.S.S.R. Yugoslavia
in mins.
in mins.
462'
472
324
230
33
34
72
79
49

58

13

33

38

49

55
35
34
28

70
23
24
28

17

26
20

15
21
8

21

28

it

Sleep is a biological necessity ; it deserves and g~ts
the first command on time. Work is required for suvival ;
its , claim on time comes second only to the claim of sleep.
Man cannot work without eating, cannot eat Without
cooking, cannat Cook acceptable food unless the cook and
the kitchen are clean and the children are properly
looked after .

The surveyed city ' in which people spend the least
time in primary conversation is Pskov in the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics. There the average daily conversational quota is eight minutes. The surveyed city

As a planetary creature, then, man could be expected
to tend to all these matters before takiilg time to watch
TV. And, as the above figures show, that is the sequence
of events in Pskov and Kragujevac. TV rates only. seventh priority on the day's time in Kragujevac and ninth
priority in Pskov. But in 44 cities of the United States, TV
takes up the third biggest chunk of time between one
sunrise and the next.

Simple application of it is virtually impossible because' there are various standards for measuring conver·
sation.
. Insofar as primary conversation can be sor ted out
the time the average American spends in pursuit of
falls exactly at the midpoint of the spectrum observed in
cities and 'suburbS of 12 nations covered by the largest
and most comprehensive survey ever made of the daily
'
activities of man.

TV Watching
Outdoor Activities
Cu Itural Events

I '

These data come from " The Use of Time," a book just
published in The Netherlands by an editorial team head~ by Alexander Sza-lai, a United Nations agency official
Whose interest in time budgeting began with his research
work as a member of the llungarian Academy of
Sciences.
'
\ ,They 'show that despite a daily hour 'and a half spent
on TV in America, the period of time given to newspaper
reading in American cities is still longer than the news·
paper reading period in any of the il.2 l surveyed nations.
But only the Peruvians now spend less time reading
books than Americ,ans do, while citizens of the Communist world spend four and more times as long.
I

\It is clear from other data assembled in "The Use of
(see accompanying table ) that Americans are
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are the people of other nations. To put it another way :
Th ubiquitous presence Of the automobile has come
close to destroying the simple pleasure of going for a
walk.
How all this will be affected by President Nixon's
lambasting of TV news coverage can only be guessed at.
King Features Syndicate, Inc., 1973
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Broadcast, print
media will share,
share alike in
news council's
access study
Ex-judge Traynor, playing devil's
advocate, leaves little room for
optimism that either medium
can deny voice to outsiders

I a bonanza in Mil(EWITNESS NEWS
V holds reach and
:ost.

and viewers from
leading station's,
ties the leader. So,
In steal a deal with
3

are estimates .
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1 year $20
2 years $37.50
3 years $50
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1974 Cable
Sourcebook $10.00
(If payment with
order: $8.50l
1974 Yearbook $17 .50
(If payment with
.
order: $15 .00l
Payment enclosed
.Bill me

.W., Washington, D. C. 20036

from I recent issue, or print old address
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The National News Council's recently
announced study on access to the media
versus frecdom of the press may well link
the broadcast and print media in a case
of dual-if not double-jeopardy, says
the man who's responsible. Although the
study was inspired by a July 1973 Florida Supreme Court decision (Tornillo v.
the Miami Herald) that newspapers must
publish a political candidate's rcply to
editorials allegedly attacking his I.:h3rader,
it will deal with candidates' access to
broadcasting as well as to newspapers for
redress, the council has disclosed .
"The Florida court descgregated the
broadcasters," said Roger Traynor, president of the council, and himself a former
judge, in a Nov. 9 address to the New
England Society of Newspaper Editors in
Worcester, Mass. "The Florida court is
beaming a twofold message," Mr. Traynor said. "First, those who rule . . . print,
like those who rule the airwaves, have a
constitutional obligation to fulfill the public's nced to know . Second, they are accordingly obliged to give reply space to
whomev~r the y have attacked ."
Calling the access issue "the liveliest
subject in the country today," the former
California Supreme Court chief justice
pointed out the council had commissioned Benno Schmidt, Columbia University professor of constitutional law, to
put the access question into a perspective
paper for thc council's freedon] ot the
press committee early next year. Dr.
Schmidt presented his prospectus to the
council last Monday. "He said the study
will include a discussion of the electronic
media in relation to the issues surrounding access to the media in general," said
William ArthUr, council executive vice
president. "This won't be just a 'backof-the-hand' study," he added.
Mr. Arthur said the study received
added steam from the Florida court's denial of a rehearing petition to the Miami
Herald, which announced it will take the
case to the U.S. Supreme Court.
Mr. Traynor, playing the "devil's advocate" against the Miami Herald case,
chided the printed media's outcry at
the court decision, which was viewed by
some as an attempt to dictate newspaper content. "Suddenly the scribblers,
far from being the untouchable loners of
the communications industry, find them~elves crarged with social obligations
like any ordinary licensee of broadcasting," Mr. Traynor said. "It has come as
a jolt to proud earthlings that their freedom may not be much loftier than the
pedestrian freedom of those who tiptoe
on air."
In his discussion of the "sobering im-

plications" of more media access, Mr.
Traynor cited landmark cases in new
interpretations. The Nel\' York Times v.
Sullivan (1964) restricted the definition
~f libelous journalism to statements published from "proved malice." In the later
Rosenbloom v. Metromedia (1971) decision, broadcasters were given similar
protection from libel charges . In Red Lion
Broadcasting Co. v. FCC (1969), however, the court had "upheld the a,"hority
of the FCC to implement the estab.
lished fairness doctrine on coverage of
public issues by spe!ling out mand-Jtory
procedures in the event of a broadcasting of a personal attack or political
editorial," Mr. Traynor explained. The
Miami Herald case this summer simj"llv
put the same onus on the ncwspapers,
he s<liri. And the need for access to both
media is accentlJ<lt{;d bv the Times decision's denia! of recourse to libel victims, Mr. Traynor SJid. The fairness doc~rir.e rbt r.a:; becn JrrJ ic~. b!c te brouL.!casting is now equally applicable to the
print media, in this view.
Tie nugget of the council's acccs~
study supposedly concerns the public's
rigill to know all sidcs of a controversy.
Although he gave access to both sides of
the issue in thc Worce~ler speech, Mr.
Traynor appeared to side with the
Florida COUrt in his emphasis on "right
of access as an alternative to an action
fo~ .libel, as a vindication of public
OpInlOll, and even as a ncw First Amendment right." He urged the media to
"undcrstand . the grievancc upon grievance th3t dnves complainants to demand
a right to reply." If a politician "cannot
shout back to thc same audience the
newspaper reached, has he encountered
an insurmountablc obstacle to speech
more serious than the restr3ining threat
of official sanctions would be'?" Mr.
Traynor asked .
The demand has a chilling effect on
broadcasters as well as newspaper writers. With technology launching broadcast media toward more frequencies and
more news outlets, "the fewer may be
the problems of short supply, or of oftmentioned chaos and cacaphony still
invoked as a basis for rceuiating broadcasters and not print med-ia," M-r. Traynor said, " . . . it is a good deal more
plausible in 1973 than it would havc
been earlier for the public to vkw broadcasters and print publishers as Tweedledee and Tweedledum rathcr than as Red
Lion and Tom Paine."
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Houston has laid claim to scoop in President's appointment of new special prosecutor. Its ex-newsman president, Jack
Harris, said station had "inside" information on appointment of Leon laworski as
new Watergate prosecutor. How did it
get drop? Bill Worrell, 26-year-old KPRCTV staffer is grandson of Mr. 1aworski.
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ON THE RIGHT .-.----- by William F. Buckley, Jr.
For Release Saturday or Sunday, November 17-18, 1973, or thereafter
A TENDENCY TO DISTORT

I do not think the press is "distorted" or "vicious" in any categorical sense, but
I do think there is a tendency in the press to magnify and thus distort: and unquestionably
Mr. Nixon is frequently the victim of that kind of thing. Permit me to recount a personal
experience.
Ten days ago I spoke at Kansas State University. In response to the question, What
did I think the future held out for Mr. Nixon? I replied that the odds had now in my
opinion changed, favoring the possibility of resignation.
The next day I met happily with Senator Goldwater at the annual meeting of a foundation of which he and I and a few other tigers (including Senators Tower, Thurmond, and
Lausche) are trustees. After the meeting was over, Senator Goldwater and I drove to the
airport together and, awaiting our flights, chatted together at the coffee shop.
A moment or two later
the local CBS. He desired
watergate. We declined -passed the camera crew and

a gentleman materialized who identified himself as being from
us to perform before his camera crew respecting Mr. Nixon and
ever so politely, and ever so firmly. Presently we got up,
the indomitable reporter, saying, amiably, not a word.

The following morning, front page, New York Times. "Newsmen in Wichita, Kansas,
reported seeing Senator Barry Goldwater of Arizona and William F. Buckley Jr., the conservative columnist, in 'deep discussion' at the airport there today. Mr. Buckley spoke
last night at Kansas State University where he said that he believed Mr. Nixon would
resign because of the Watergate scandal at the urging of Mr. Goldwater and other friends.
Mr. Buckley and Mr. Goldwater were quoted by The Associated Press as saying they expected
a startling development in the Watergate affair in the next few days."
In due course I received a telephone call from the New York Times, wanting to know
more about the sensational development I had predicted. I replied that I knew of no
sensational development, had predicted no such thing, nor had Senator Goldwater in my
presence. On the matter of resignation, I explained that to say the odds favor resignation is different from predicting resignation. To say the odds favor rain tomorrow is
not to predict rain tomorrow.
These nice distinctions were not reported back to the readers of the New York Times.
Perhaps the distinctions are too nice. Professor Hugh Kenner has recorded that a newspaper
is a "low definitional medium," and that it is unsafe to attempt in it a thought the accuracy of which depends on the correct placement of a comma.
Now, a week having gone by, I am receiving mail from allover the world, asking when
would the news come out of the "startling development" that brought Senator Goldwater and
me to make a "secret rendezvous in Wichita, Kansas" for the purpose of discussing the
"mechanics of President Nixon's resignation."
In the first place, insofar as it concerns me, it is mysteriously flattering. I
have no delusions about my own power to bring Mr. Nixon down. Who do they think I am?
John Dean III?
In the second place,
own mouth the news that I
to see a single reference
complaining about, if you

though at this point several newspapers have received from my
made no prediction about any Watergate development, I have yet
to said correction. This is the kind of thing Mr. Nixon is
see what I mean.
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Senator Goldwater and I had predicted a "startling
development" during the follOWing week from the Watergate investigation,
and that I had "predicted" President Nixon's resignation.

I made no

such allusion to any such development, and neither did Senator Goldwater
in my presence.

I have since checked with the senator, and find that

he made no such allusions after I boarded the plane.
understand how it is that we were so misreported.
your explanation of this incident.
Yours faithfully,

Wm. F. Buckley Jr.

Mr. Wes Gallagher
President and General Manager
The Associated Press
50 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, N.Y. 10020
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Newsweek Replies on Chile
By KENNETH AUCHINCLOSS
On November 2, The Wall Street Journal
devoted a major part ot its editnrial page to
an attempt to discredit Newsweek's account
of the ki'llings that took place in Chile after
the military coup ot September 11. In an editorial and two lengthy articles-one by its
Latin American correspondent Everett G.
Martin (a former Newsweek correspondent)
and the other by Chilean journalist Pablo Huneeus-the Journal suggested that a report by
Newsweek correspondent John Barnes in the
magazine's Oe1ober 8 issue was "grossly exaggerated" and "based on events which
didn't happen and figures that were misinterpreted." These are serious charges- in my
view, utterly unfounded and untrue. Let's examine them, one by one.
1. Mr. Huneeus accuses Newsweek of
somethfng called "journalistic imperialism."
To cover the Ohilean coup, he says, the maga'zine "sends from London a British correspondent" who "makes no ettol't to understand
wbat Is really going on here." The implication
- that Mr. Barnes is a complete stranger to
Chile whose reporting was based on a tew
days' acquaintance with Chilean affalrs-is
totally fa'lse, as Mr. Huneeus knows full well.
Mr. Barnes was Newsweek's Latin American
correspondent from 1970 (the year Salvador
Allende was elected president ot Chile) until
January ot this year, when he transferred to
the London bureau. He has spent consldef'able
time in Chile and contributed to a number of
major Newsweek .stories on the Allende regime. It was because of this familiarity with
the Chilean scene that Newsweek sent him in.
In the course ot his previous reporting, Inci"
dentally, he has occasionally had harsh things
to say about Allende's government; on an
earlier assignment in Latin America, he once
spent three weeks in one of Fidel Castro's
jails. Mr. Barnes has emphatically not shown
any special mvor or sympathy to Marxist
regimes.
Now a look at Mr. HUJ:leeus' credentials.
He Is a skillful, perceptive joornl!-Iist and a
patriotic Chilean, but he is also a committed
anti-AHendist on the .right of the Christian
Democratic Party. The Journal correctly reports 'that he has assisted Newsweek correspondents. In the second week after the coup,
Mr. Barnes himself interviewed Mr. Huneeus
to get the views of a wealthy, sophisticated
Chilean who was wen-known as an opponent
of the regime. In his own' piece In the Journal,
Mr. Huneeus wrote: "The military mtervenotion is the logical outcome of a Marxist regime." 1 have no doubt of :Mr. Huneeus' professional integrity, but it is a long stretch to
can him, as the Journal does, "objective and
independent. "
2. :Mr. Huneeus seeks to discredit Mr.
Barnes' account of his visit to the Santiago
morgue by quoting morgue staffers who say
there are .inaccuracies in his physical description of the place 'and who speculate that, if he
did get lnalde, he fell victim to what a morgue
patbolopst caDs "perception shock": "When
exposed to a couple of bodies, he explained,
the abock alters perception capa.billties" (Mr.
Huneeus evidently suffers from "syntax
shock"). :Mr. Barnes reports that b.e was indeed shocked to see 70 or so corpses llned in
the corridor-but no more so than in his other
fJIMl(lunters With nolent death wIIHe covering
s in tile Dominican
Nigeria

and turned left along a corridor, not knowing
where I was going. At an Intersection, where
the corridor divided, I turned right. I pushed
through some swinging doors.'
"There were the corpses, lying stretched
out naked, side by side, packed tight together,
their heads-or what remained of them In
most Instances-leaning upward aga.inst the
wall, staring silently out ;in front of them. 1
don't know about 'perception shock,' but I
was shaking from head to foot. I walked out,
back down the corridor, down the stairs, and
out into the open. I returned with a Chilean
friend so that I would have a. witness if only
just to tell me that r- had seen what I had
seen. We stood there looking. I remember at
the end of the line there was a young kid with
blonde hair, perilSips in his late teens, so unlike the others with their black hair and high
cheek bones. 1 asked my friend why the bodies looked so white and soft for people with
such obvious peasant features. He suggested
It was because they had already bled. But he
didn't really know.
"The next day, we decided 'we had to go
back and try to get some pictures. We figured

Newsweek is proud to have
been one of the first publications'
to report these tragic facts.
that at about 1 :30 the morgue workers would
be at their lunch. It was a different man on
the door. But the same flashing of my pass
worked again. I was wearing a blue polonecked sweaJter with a white linen jacket with
my camera tucked inside It. My photographer
colleague had already set an estimated light
reading. When we reached the swing door,
my friend pushed it open with his "elbow;
looked in, and then nodded to me. I walked
quickly through. 1 saw It was a different lot of
bodies, more of them. I stared at them for a
second. In place ot the blonde kid, there was
an old man, with the bottom front of his face
gone up to the upper lip.
,-As I went to the camera, a man In a
white jacket carrying a sheet of paper walked
through the sWingi~g doors at the far end of
the \!orridor. I .turned and crashed my way
through the door behind me. We left at a
walking run. But no one had followed !-Is as
we stood panting for alr out in the sunlight.
Five minutes later, when we had stopped
shaking, I said 1 was going to have one
last go.
"We got halfway down the corridor that
led to the swing doors when a man came
around the corner. I don't know whether it
was the same one; he went past us but then
turned and asked, 'Where are you going?' We
said in unison 'To the bathroom.' He said,
!You had better follow me.' As we walked behind him back down the corridor, we both
must have been thinking that things wt\uTc!n't
go too well with us, what with the camera ·and
those bodies in the corridor. As we reached
the short flight of stairs that led down to the
side door, the two of us peeled aft as though
in formation, and we were out of the door in a
's hot and into the crowd of women."
Skeptics may ask what independent evl.
dence exists that Barnes was telllng the truth.
He was 110t able to take a photograph for the
reasona he has described. He cannot identify
the person who accompanied him because of
the obvious1lkeUhood of reprisals against the
man. But as it
, there Is another wit·

1,.~~~~::e::rn~I:r~
el:an~d~.~I~n~~~~~:!~~--!ber 19,
that the authorities are presumably
that Mr. Barnes was allowed to get in,
that therefore the staff had good reason. to
suggest that It was all a fabrication.
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To wggest tba.t Bames simply made up

fWI report on the morgue seems to me a. desperate and grotesque charge against an expe·
rienced, first-rate journalist. In fact he was in
the morgue four times. Here is Barnes' full
account of that experience:
"It all began by accident. On the morning
of September 24, a photographer colleague
bad been at the city cemetery, across the
street from the morgue, taking pictures of
grieving peasant families burying their dead
In the 'potters field' section of the cemetery.
As she was leaving, she saw a truck drive
through the gates into the courtyard ot the
morgue. In the back were plIed naked corpses
-ten, perhaps fifteen. She rushed over to
take a. picture. A soldier promptly stopped
her. A morgue official came over and told her
to leave. 'It's hard to get in here at the best of
times,' he said. 'These are very difficult
times. You had better leave quickly.'
"I was having lunch at the Hotel Carrera
Sheraton when she came back and told me
what she had seen. It suddenly dawned on me
what was going on: The junta was being so
'bureaucratic (and the Ohileans are the most
bureaucratic ' people in South America) that
they were processing their victims instead of
digging a !hole ·a nd getting rid ot them.
"I went to the morgue that afternoon.
There was no hope ot getting In the main entl'8J1ce. But there was a sma:ll side staft door,
near where the lists of names of several
hundred bodies were posted along with other
lists that simply read one ,after another 'cadaver- unidentitied male,' or 'cadaver-unldentifled female.' A large crowd ot silent
Chileans, all of them working class, stood
around silently looking at the lists. There was
a darkened window over the center of the
door. I tapped on it and held up my juntasigned press pass. The door was opened by an
elderly, fat little man wearing a white coat. I
wa1ked right past him, up a flight of steps,

l

days after the coup and five days
before Barnes' visit, a United Nations otft.
clal spent over an hour and a half at the
morgue and counted some 188 bodies.
Luis I . Ramallo, a Spaniard who is a member of UNESCO and the former ~cting Secretary General of the Latin American Faculty
of Social Sciences, went to the morgue to
search for the body of a young Bolivian,
Jorge Rlos, who had been studying in Chile
under a UNESCO-created program. ,Rios had
been seized on September 12 by a military patrol at his home, in front ot his wife and two
children. Here is Ramallo's description of
what he saw in the morgue:
"I went' to the morgue on September 19th
at about noon. When you went up the stairs,
you would turn left and walk along a passagewa~ I asked a passing attendant in a white
coat for help. A girl took me to a records
room. She looked through an alphabetized
loose-leaf book and said, 'Yes, Jorge Rios Is
registered. His wife was here a half an hour
. ago and identified the body.' I asked to see it.
The woman gave ' me a Small piece of paper
with her signature and the numb~r of the
body and told me to ' go out the same door I
came in and that I would see a gate, which
was an ambulance entrance that led into a
courtyard and the main building where the
bodies were. I showed the pass to a man who
took us to a large non-airconditioned room
that certainly did not appear to me to be a
morgue. The room was filled with bodies.
"There were four rows ot them and the
people were so close together that it appeared
as it their arms were linked. We were jumping over the bodies which were obviously in
some sort ot numerical order. But we could
not find the one corresponding to our number.
The man was upset and said, 'Well, I don't
know what happened, you'll have to look for
him yourself.' So then, really, we spent aimost one hour ·in there going from body to
body seeing if we could tlnd Jorge. I was looking at body after body, one after another. I
counted 184 (the iist posted on the door outside numbered only 130).
"I saw tour or five children, two girls and
three boys f or 9 years old. Most of the bodies

were of working class people. There were
some student types. They were totally naked,
some with clothes plIed up on them. They all
had papers identifying them or aying 'NN,'
which means unknown or unidentitled. A few
bodies had neat bullet holes, others had gaping wounds. Some had parts of their aJrulls
missing or huge holes or mangled arms-all
really bad wounds. :My first impression was
that they had been executed by mortar fire.
"The bodies were sWI tender, rigor mortis
had not set in. While I was there, more boclles
were being brought In. 1 asked a doctor if
there were autopsies being performed and he
replied, 'Well, we do what we 'can-for some
yes, for others, we just do a report SIn how
they look.'
"Since we couldn't find Jorge, we went
into another office wbere they kept records.
Finally, one said, 'Oh, yes, he must have been
brought In by the Tacna Regiment (one of
several army garrisons in Santiago). We went
back, climbed over the bodies, and went Into
another room that looked like a typical
morgue. There were four bodies on metal
stretchers (1' didn't get to see how many bod·
ies were In refrigerated drawers). One body
was of Jorge. It was bullet-ridden with two
large gaping wounds in his chest and leg.
"I went back to the records office and read
his autopsy report which sald he was
'wounded in the street.' Later, Enrique Car·
vallo, the Under Secretary for Foreign Af,
fairs, told me that he heard that Rlos had
'tried to escape.' "
3. Mr. Huneeus says that the dead ampu'
tee pictured in Newsweek was killed before
the coup in a traffic accident. The pbotogra.
pher, Mr. Guillermo Gomez Mora, reports
that the man was killed during the height of
the violence In Santiago after the coup. But
because :Mr. Gomez :Mora was not present
when the man died, he cannot be sure
whether he was Jtilled by gunfire or a truck,
The Body CQUDt
4. How many people have been killed In
the aftermath of the coup? Mr. Barnes quoted
the daughter of a morgue staff member as
saying that by the fourteenth day atter the
coup, the morgue had received 2,798 bodies.
Mr. Huneeus says this is the morgue's body
count for the entire year up to that time. Jon.
athan Kandell of The New York Times, quot.
ing official sources In the morgue, reports the
same version as Mr. Huneeus. But Marlise SI·
mons of The Washington Post talked with &
European ambassador in Santiago who said
he had been to the morgue and that during
the first week after the coup, 2,Il00 boclles had
been processed.
What is beyond dispute Is that there was &
gigantic surge In the morgue's businen after
the coup. Time magazine reporter Rudolph
Rauch wrote that he had seen on the morgue
wall, the same week that Barnes was there,
"a list 01. 300 people whose bodies were to be
tlaimed by relatives. Next day the list was
gone, along with a later list 01. 120 Bamea that
had been tacked up and then hurriedly pulled
down at army order. According to an oftlclal
of the morgue, it normally handled about 12
corpses a "reek." 'Plat would make l'OUIhlT
4IiO bodies in 1973 up to the day of tbe coup.
The morgue, even by its own calcul&tlons,
processed a vast number of bodies in the period following the military takeover.
And other recent estimates bear out Mr.
Barnea, on ~e magnitude of the kiJJbII'; III te..

~• .w~~e!..-ml"-,en

Oc
1,
rector 'WIllIam E. Colby .
said "we would estimate It Is between 2,000
and 3,000 kl:Ued during the strugglea." In a
New York Times dispatch from Santiaco
datelined November 4, ~del1 reported: "At
least 2,000 people have lost their lives-most
of them victims of unannounced execuOoDS
carried out after the resistance to the armed
forces had ended." And on September 25, Ad·
miral Jose Merino, a member of the Chilean
military junta, gave an Interview to a Dutch
television station in which he said that 3,Il00
persons had been killed In the violence. Onecou'ld go on reciting the details of executioDs
and shootings that have come to light since
:Mr. Barnes' stnry. Newsweek is ~ud to
have been one of the flr8t publlca.t1ons to report these tragic facts .

Mr. AuchitlcZoS8 is execuU"e editor 01
Newsweek.

Editor's Note
No one disputes that there were many
deaths in the Chilean coup. The Wall Street
Journal's initial dispatch, printed on Sept. 17,
quoted estimates of from 1,000 to 11,000 deaths '
lin the flglrting. On Sept. 211, another dispatch
reported the occurrence of summary executions, but said that civilian deaths throughout
the country were estimated at fewer than Il00.
The Newsweek story talked of "mass executions" and said "the reign of terror bas already gone much further than most people
thought." In citing the 2,798 figure for corpses
handled by the Santiago morgue alone, it
'a dded that "no one knows how many have
'been disposed of elsewhere" and that "the
presumption is thaJt the executions have followed a. similar pattern in other cities."
On the basis ot our own correspondent's
reporting during the coup, and reports by Mr.
Huneeus and others since , we agree with Mr.
Auchincloss that the figures quoted In the laSt
paragraph ot his article are reasonable estimates of the total casualties, from both como.
bat and executions, throughout Chile.
Whether they confirm Mr. Barnes' original
report we leave to the reader to judge.
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National Council
Probes TV News
By Frank Rose

-----------------------1

NEW YORK - It must be galling
to Richard Nixon to know that
Walter Cronkite is the one they trust.
After all, it should Oe obvjous tilat
Cronkite, and everyone else et CBS,
and at the other networks . And i;1 all
the other media, is out to get the
President. Why elsp v,,-olde t bey kci'p
talking about impeachment?
So Nixon. iTI what rna.\. prove t() be
his next·to-the-la:;t press conJerence.
lashed out at the "OU! rll"M'~lS.
vicious, distorted reporting" which
he seems to think IS r·o5lJonsihle for
his latest crisis. But ':lObodv, of
course, takes him ;ericusiv.
Nobod.v , \ hat i:-,. Wi~.~l the apparent
exception of the j\ationai ' ; PW<
Council. the ~ommittt'e se t un :ast
summer to safeguard the treed'om ,, :'
the media and to ir.\'t>:;tigate ~llilf L; fS
of media bias. Sine!' t he co uncil
began opeT11tions in.July. its iirr.~ has
b<,en occupied mostiy b.v cumplair.ts
of unfairness from e \Vashing-ton
group. Accuracy ir. \Iedia. al: of
which wt're found to be insubstantial
after staff investigations. There WRS
the Miami case - in which the
Miami Herald was put under court
order to grant equal ~pace to all
political candidates. a rulin!! which if
upheld would apply the "fairnc~s
doctrin .... to newspapers as well as
broadcast media - but when \'ixon
laid into the networks. the council
must ha\'e ~e!'n its chailce.
So a we(·k ilfter '" ixon's Oct. 26
press conference - :\ week t hp.t was
punctuated by follow-up <lttacKs bv
everyone from Pat Buchanan. whose
office .\Tite, :\ixon's dail\' "news
dige5t~", to David and .Julie - the
council announced that it would look
into the matter. ~ot that it had
gottPn a formal request from the
White House or anything. alt hough
Associate Director :\ed Schnurman.
himself a furmer newsman for
WCBS·TV in \'ew York. pointed out
that the council had gotten enough
angry letters from :\ixon loyalists to
warrant an investigation on those
grounds if it had wanted to play by
the book.
Suddenly the networks found
themselves in the position of holding
the tapes that would be examined,
although the council. evidently not
fearing a cover-up. agreed that
transcripts would do. (There wasn ' t
much choice anyway, because
newscist videotapes aren't kept for
more than a week or two.) But first
there was th€ task of Cnding out exactly what the P:esident was so excited about.
As evervone knows, Mr. Nixon is
not one to be pinned down easily.
Ken Clawson of the \Vhite House Office of Communications 5aid \'ixon
was probably talking about those
broadcasts on a special \Vhite House
Ii~i of media "attacks." Among these
were supposedly anti-:\ixon news
~pots which ran the iviondav after
Archibald Cox was fired as -special
prosecutor, as well as what the White

House says were Walter Cronkite's
onlv three interviews until he intervie'wed Leon JAworski, Nixon's.choice to succeed Cox. They were'
with Cox, John Dean and Dar.iel
E1I5herg .
Schnurman and council Director
"V,;::a m Arthur flew to Washin/{ton
Ip.st week in an unsuccessful attempt
to get S01dcthlllf, more definite, Their
eff0rt s to t H;k to Pre55 SecrPt.ary fWn
7.eiridcr were !'rtlitlpss, but Chuck
C()I·s on. according to Schnurman,
";;(.io the ;let works had created an
:.::mnsphere of impeachment."
Th at's nl)t nice but it's not much to
\o,;orK

()Il.

And the networks have already
said ~hel' '. 'on't be able to COl)perate
lin less ~ i' ~:J get a request for specific
~ -a n,,:: rif)t , . Bot h ABC l!'1d ;-inC
h,-l\'p been more or less coo! to the
('l)Uli t Ii
from the beginning "We've always felt that wh a t the
pllhlic dot'sn't need is a self~1ppl)inted group . like this." said Ii
spnkesman for ABC - and CBS,
which uri"ir.aliv support~d the counri!. i~ unhappy with its decision to
look into the government network
controversy. Richard Salant, the
president ' of CBS :"(:\\,5 and a
mem ber of the Twentieth-Ccntu:y
rund task force which rec'JI:1mended
,he crcatil)n of the c::luncil, wrOle
Art hur that t he task force "never
cOlllempl,lled that the cour.cil would
serve as a forum for. or an adjudicator of. !!o\'ernment complaints
(assum ing for present !Jurpose, that
r he President's press conference conslitutp, a 'complaint' before the
cOllncil which can properly activate
the council's processes), It had not
occured to me that within this
general framework there was any
I:eed to pru\'ieie a forum to which the
government would ta ke its complaints. The gl)vernment, as we know
all tuo well. alreadv has an immense
arsenal of \\'eap~ns, forums and
techniques to make itself heard and
felt vis-a-vis broadcast journalism."
Schnur man said the investigation
is necessary because "a larger
number of people helieve the media
is prejudiced . " He may have come
closer to the council's real reason for
in\'olvement, however, when he
remarked, ''I'm sure if the first report
is favorable to the networks, thev will
warm to us ." Alt hough he won ~t say
. so, of course. there seems little doubt
that the report will be basically
fa\'orable, since Schnurman, like
everyone else, sees the anti-media
blitz as "part of a seemingly lI'elloq;ani1.ed administration campaign
to counter Watergate ."
Of course, if the White House
quietly declines to provide specifics
- a not unlikely tact;c. in '.-iew af the
obviously specIOus nature of the

I

"me<
"""
m""
of the (:ol1nc;1 - the whole investiga-

I

k'"

,,,,,'''0'

tiun will probably have to be
dropped.

-
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News council gets
into business
with a bang: It
takes on Nixon's
complaint about
network reporting
President Nixon's ch:ln.!es th a t so me networks were cuilty of "outra!.!eou s, vi c ious
and distorted" r~portln g w111 be in vesticated bv th e Natio nal l'\ews Council. the
~oun ci l ' announced last week .
The study would he th e first ma jor investigation 'hy the six ·nlOnth-0Id counci l
and Its ohjec'tive wl)uld he to determine
the accuracy or inac..:uracy of the President's char!.!es.
The cou~cil, headed hv Roger 1. Travnor, former chief jus tice of th~ C aliforn;a
Supreme Court, said it was inviting the

White H 0 11 se to provide e\ a mples of distlHted n:Pl1rt ing and the 1 \' n.:tw o rk s to
Cl)opcr:tte in m al.. in g t ap..: ~ a nd transcripts
of newscasts and commentaries availa b le
for review.
The network news orcanizations indicated a willincness to- m a ke specific
tr ansc ripts or tapes avail ahle o n request "
hut fl~r the m,lst pa rt did n01 seem inclined to ope n their fi les to wh :1I 0ne
so urce called "a blind fi shin g expedi tion."
H o wever. a CBS 1\ew~ so urce. wh ile de c1inin!.! to commen t directlv, nt'ted th :ll
in ear lier res po nse to Pres:dent Nix o n' s
charges Ri..:ha rd S. S3lant. pre~ident of
CUS 1\ews. had s3 id " we have t ran s n i pt~
o f all CBS News broadcas ts" a nd "believe a ny (\bj ec tive :1 nalysis of these will
establi sh the accuracy and propriety of
o ur rep0rting."
\Villiam B. Arthur, executive d ire c tor.
said the cou nc il w0uld " pn)ceed w ith its
studv and m a ke public its tl nuings" even
if the \\,hite H,)u se and the net\\ o rk ne\\~
organizations do not cooperate. He inJi-

ca ted th a t. if necessary . the cou nc il would
seel.. tapes or tra n~c ript s fr o m the Nati 0 n:ol Televisi0n New~ Ar..:hives o f Vanderhilt Univer,itv , l"a~hville , which has
heen mo nitoring' netwl)rk newscasts for
severa l years. C hai rm an Tra\'no r said the council "is
undertakin g thi s ' stu uy as a pub lic service. We he lie ve th a t the info rmation we
devel 0 p ~h0u ld be placed 0n the put lic
rec 0 rd as Slll)n as p0ss ihle . It is arHlc ipaleu th a t the council's in\'e,tigation \\111
c ulmin a te in a pu hlic he a ring, a nd th a t
later its iindings will hI! iss ued for publication ."
The co uncil is 3 no n profi t orga ni zati o n
created as the re , ult of a ~ tutly spo nsored
tn' th e T" e ntieth Century Funu a nd is
c~)mp()s eJ of nine publie' members and
si x memhers n:prcscnti ng the n ew~ media.
lt ~ purp,'se i~ to exam ine pu blic complain t;; abl) ut ne\\ 'i ·medi a accuracy and
:.tis() possi ble infrin gements on co nstitution al free-press gu a rantees. It was set up
in April.
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Challenge To A Free Press
In deciding to study President Nixon's as·
sertion that. he gets unfair and inaccurate tele·
visicn news coverage, the new National News
Council has 'undertaken a task in which it can
perform a public service. The White HOJSC
and t~e networks should co·operate with thE
effort.
The Nixon Administration's long·term animus
toward the news media was further substan·
tiated this week by documents obtained by Sen·
ate investigators showing that the President
personally took part in the initiation of plans
to use tax investigations, antitrust action and
other means to put pressure on newspapers,
broadcasting firms and reporters considered to
be unfriendly.
Mr, Nixon's personal outrage against the tele
vision networks in particular came to a visible
climax last Friday evening with the President's
repeated emotional outbur5!s against news and
comment on his Adminj~tration, Mr. Nixon 's
almost paranoid reaction to the media was reo
flected in such aston;shingly intemperate presidential press conference remarks as "out·
rageous, vicious , distorted reporting, . , frantic,
hysterical reporting . , . a commentator takes
a bit of news' and then with knowledge of what
the facts are distorts it viciously,"
Coming from a lesser official, such charge.;
might be taken by the media and by the pub·
lic as characteristic of the healthy friction that
normally exists between government and an
enterprising and uninhibited press, But coming
from the President of the United States-with

his enormous power to command news tinlt'
and a national audience and his power, especially with respect to the electronic media, to
punish the media throu gh the use of federal
agencies-such a hostile attitucie poses a threa:
to freedom of the press which should not be
taken lightly either by the media or the public.
The power of the President to undermine
the credibility of the media and , by the samE'
token, to intimidate it, was evident after Fri·
day's press conference when TV network
samplings of public opinion showed not on~ y
a negative reaction to the President but also,
inexplicably in this context, a negative reaction
to the usually bland network news. This curious
juxtaposition of reactions, sugge sting that the
public couldn 't believe either the President or
the networks, implies a dangerous erosion of
confidence in in stitutions.
Unfortunately the networks, though they
have attempted it, cannot effectively defend
themselves without seeming to be self·serving.
The News Council, however, can seek to find
out whether there 'is any evidence to support
the President's blunderbuss charges, for which
he cited hardly a scintilla of documentation, an.!
of issuing a rep9rt which would vindicate tht
media or show how it might improve its performance, Such a report from this privately
endowed and avowedly impartial organization
would help to set the record straight and put
freedom of the press in its deserved privileged
perspective after an unprecedented assault 011
its prerogatives,

.
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This nevvs study could help us all
At his press conference last week ,
President Nixon said: .,] have never
heard or see n such out r ageous, yicious, di stort ed r e portin g in 27 years
of public li fe . , ' . Wh e n people are
pound ed n ig ht aft er ni ght with that
kind of f rantic. hys ter ica l r e port ing,
it natural lv sha kcs th e ir co nfid e nce. "
Th at statc mc nt s uggests, of c our ~c,
an y number of questio ns that mi ght
be asked about it. \ \'e would like to
concentrat e on 1\1'0: First. wh at specific pi eces of r e portin Q d i:l :'Ill'.
Nixon har e in mind as be in g "o u trageous, vi cious, d isto rt ed "? Seco nd ,
1s it true t ha t the re porting was in
f act th aI bad"
As to the second qu estion , no doubt
a great lll anv r\ me r ica ns al r ca d~' ha ve
made u p th eir min ds. on e wa y or the
other. But it WOuld he lp th e majority
who ar e un certain about both th e fa irness of th e press and th e cr e dibilit ~,
of the President if some rea sona blv
imp;1rti al and authoritative study
could be made of Mr. Nixo n 's charges.

The Na ti onal News Council is about
to do. or try to do , just that. Whether
it can succeed de pends in lar ge part
on th e coo pe ration it ge ts from both
t he White I!ouse and the d ispe nse rs
of l1e\VS, es pecially the television
grvup upon \\'hich the Preside n t bore
do\\'l1 heav ilv . From the White 1Iouse
it nee ds spec ifics: Wh at preci se ly was
t.he Presid e nt indictin g, which part ic ul a r news stories or telecasts? From
the media it need s cop ies of the
st or ies or ta pes of the telecasts.
Th e American Broadcasti ng Co mpa nv, th e Co lumbia Broadcasti ng
Syste m , th e National Broadcas t in g
Co m pan y. and The New York Times
all ha l'e ag ree d to su p pl~' specif ic materi als, Whet he r the White House wi ll
make specific charges apparently is
not known ye t.
But if both t he accuser and the accu sed cooperate , the National News
Council's stud y could be of enormous
service to the Ame r ican public.

